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Geology

A Petrologic Study o f the Chamberlain Carbonate, the Newland Limestone, the Helena
Formation, and the Wallace Formation o f the Middle Proterozoic Belt Supergroup,
M ontana
Chairperson: Don W inston
M ost carbonate rocks are classified by either Folk’s (1959, 1962) or Dunham’s (1962)
classification schemes. Both are principally based upon Phanerozoic limestones
containing intraclasts, ooliths, fecal pellets, and skeletal grains. Most cloudy carbonate
grains less than 10 pm in diameter are simply identified as micrite.
The carbonate rocks o f the Proterozoic Belt Supergroup differ petrographically from
Phanerozoic carbonate rocks. The sediments o f the Newland, Helena, Wallace, and
Chamberlain formations are largely fine grained carbonate peloids and quartz silt.
Animals that form fecal pellets and bioclasts had not yet evolved in these rocks. The
grain types o f these Belt carbonate are classified into seven different categories: quartz,
mica, type A peloids, type B peloids, type C peloids, intraclasts, and ooliths. Clay
minerals are mostly chlorite, illite, mica, and kaolinite. The siliciclastic grains and
peloidal grains that are incorporated in sedimentary structures that reflect traction
transport are similarly sorted and indicate hydraulic transport. Most are incorporated into
seven different kinds o f sedimentary structures: horizontal to wavy laminae, uncracked
undulating couplets, ripple cross laminae, hummocky laminae, molartooth structure,
sedimentary wisps, and stromatolites.
Grains types o f the Belt carbonates are incorporated in spar, microcrystalline calcite
spar, and micrite matrices. Diagenetic features that resulted from diagenesis include
horsetail stylolites, diagenetic bedding and nodules, neomorphism, dolomitization, and
the formation o f pyrite, limonite, and hematite crystals.
Since Folk’s (1959, 1692) and Dunham’s (1962) classifications do not address most of
the common grain types and sedimentary structures o f Belt carbonate rocks, a Belt
carbonate classification system is proposed.
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INTRO DUCTIO N
In describing Phanerozoic limestones most carbonate petrographers use either
Folk’s (1959, 1962) (Figure 1) or Dunham’s (1962) (Figure 2) classification schemes.
Both schemes are based on grain types, which include intraclasts, ooliths, fecal pellets,
and skeletal grains, and on micrite versus void-filling spar cements. However, fecal
pellets and skeletal grains are absent from Proterozoic Belt carbonates, which instead
contain abundant micritic silt and sand sized grains called peloids that are not commonly
recognized in Phanerozoic limestone. Therefore, the middle Proterozoic Chamberlain
carbonate, Newland Limestone, Helena Formation, and Wallace Formation o f the Belt
Supergroup differ petrographically from Phanerozoic limestones. In addition, certain
structural fabrics such as sedimentary wisps, stromatolites, molartooth structure, and
calcite precipitates on bedding planes are more common and important in Belt
limestones, and are not recognized in either Folk’s (1959, 1962) or D unham ’s (1962)
schemes.
The objective o f this study is to describe and interpret the petrology o f the
Newland Limestone, Helena Formation, Wallace Formation and Chamberlain carbonate
o f the M iddle Proterozoic Belt Supergroup in western M ontana and to compare them to
Phanerozoic limestones. The recognition o f carbonate silt and sand-sized peloids, the
elimination o f bioclasts and fecal pellets, and the inclusion o f sedimentary structures and
diagenetic features departs from Folk’s (1959, 1962) and D unham ’s (1962) schemes. A
new Belt carbonate classification system is here proposed, based on siliciclastic and
carbonate grains, matrix types, sedimentary structures, and diagenetic features. X-ray
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F ig u re 1. Folk’s (1959,1962) carbonate classification scheme
derived from pétrographie analyses o f Phanerozoic
limestones. Folk’s system separates carbonate rocks
into two main categories: allochemical rocks, or
rocks with visible grains; and orthochemical rocks,
or rocks without visible grains. His four grain types
are intraclasts, oolites, fossils, and pellets; and they
can be cemented by sparry calcite or microcrystalline
calcite (micrite).
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Figure 2. Dunham’s (1962) carbonate classification scheme derived from pétrographie analyses of
Phanerozoic limestones. Dunham separates limestones into two categories: depositional
texture recognizable or depositional texture not recognizable. In his texture visible section,
limestones are further subdivided by their mud to grain ratio.

diffraction analyses verify the presence o f calcite, dolomite, and clay minerals in these
carbonate rocks.

M ethods o f Investigation
During the 2002 summer field season I measured and described sections with the
aid o f Don W inston and collected the samples analyzed in this thesis. Samples were
collected from the Newland Limestone from the Newland type section (Figure 3),
Newlan Creek, Little Belt Mountains, Montana, the Helena and W allace formations from
Rogers Pass (Figure 4), Montana, and the Chamberlain carbonate along Jefferson Creek
(Figure 5), Little Belt M ountains, Montana. These three sites, located along the eastern
margin o f the Middle Proterozoic Belt basin (Figure 6), were selected because the eastern
fringe o f the Belt basin was subjected to far less tectonism and metamorphism than the
rest o f the basin (Harrison, 1972), thus preserving more o f the original grain types,
textures, and fabrics. The Chamberlain carbonate and the Newland Limestone were
deposited in the Helena Embayment while the Helena and Wallace formations were
deposited in the main part o f the Belt basin.

Section M easuring
The detailed sections were measured with a Jacob’s Staff and marked by tape at 5
ft intervals. A fter the outcrop was measured and marked, the macroscale textures and
fabrics were described in detail, and representative samples were selected and collected.
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Figure 3. Newland Limestone type section, Newlan Creek, Little Belt Mountains, Montana.
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Figure 4, Helena and Wallace formations from Rogers Pass, Montana.

Figure 5. Chamberlain carbonate, Jefferson Creek, Little Belt Mountains, Montana.
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Figure 6. Location map and general geology of study area.
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One or two samples were collected every five feet o f section.

Pétrographie M ethods
From the multitude o f samples that were brought back to the lab from the field
sites, nine samples from Newlan Creek, 37 samples from Rogers Pass, and 15 samples
from Jefferson Creek were selected for a total o f 61 rock samples to be thin sectioned for
pétrographie analysis. Samples were selected because o f the textures and fabrics that
were noticeable in hand sample. All thin sections were cut perpendicular to bedding.
Based on the size o f the sample and size o f the desired field o f view, two sizes o f thin
sections were made; 5 cm by 7.5 cm or 10 cm by 15 cm. The larger slides provided a
clearer view o f a greater range o f grain types, cements, and sedimentary structures. In
addition, observation o f sedimentary structures and fabrics was facilitated with the use o f
an ordinary graphics scanner. Each thin section was scanned onto a computer at 600 dpi.
The high resolution allowed for unpixilated enlargement and reproduction on both the
computer screen and on 8 x 10 prints. Enlarging the thin sections in this manner made
some textures and structures more obvious than under the microscope.
Many o f the thin sections o f the Cheimberlain carbonate from Jefferson Creek
were stained with Alizarin Red S and potassium ferricyanide to make identification of
calcite and dolomite easier. Alizarin Red S stains calcite red, while potassium
ferricyanide stains dolomite blue. Only h alf o f each thin section was stained, to allow for
comparison o f the stained and unstained areas.

No cover plates were available for the larger than normal thin sections; so, to
replicate the refractive properties o f a glass cover plate, clear finger nail polish was
brushed over h alf o f the thin section. The other h alf was left untreated to observe any
differences between the treated and untreated sides o f the sample.
The specific grain types, cement types, and sedimentary structures in each thin
section were described in detail. Grain sizes were determined by com paring the grains to
an OB-M-2/200 micrometer. Grain types, cement types, and sedimentary structures were
described in each section and were compared with other thin sections. From this
comparison, groups o f grain types, cements, and sedimentary structures became evident
and are described and categorized in this thesis.

X~Ray Diffraction M ethods
Twenty rocks were selected for X-ray diffraction analysis. O f these, seven
samples were from the Chamberlain carbonate at Jefferson Creek, six samples were from
the Newlan Creek N ewland Limestone, and seven samples o f the Helena and Wallace
formations at Rogers Pass. The samples selected for investigation were analyzed by
standard X-ray diffraction techniques (Moore and Reynolds, 1997) to determine the
mineral composition o f the whole rock, as well as to identify the acid-insoluble fraction
o f the samples.
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Sample Preparation
Sample preparation for the whole rock bulk random analysis began with a
deionized water wash to remove surface contamination. The samples were then crushed
using an iron m ortar and pestle and then transferred to a corundum m ortar and pestle to
be ground to an extra fine powder (at least 15 minutes o f grind time). A random powder
mount was then prepared by applying petroleum jelly to the frosted side o f a standard
microscopic slide. The extra-fine crushed powder was then sprinkled evenly over the
petroleum jelly. The excess powder was carefully tapped off; resulting in a uniformly
thin coat o f randomly oriented powdered rock on the microscope slide.
The samples prepared for analysis o f the acid-insoluble residue, were crushed
with a Braun Chipmunk VD67 rock crusher. The crushed rock was rinsed in deionized
water to remove any surface impurities, and then digested in a ten percent hydrochloric
acid solution until the acid no longer reacted to the calcite and dolomite o f the sample.
The insoluble residue was thoroughly rinsed with deionized water for at least 24 hours.
After rinsing, the insoluble residue was easily ground to fine powder in a mortar
and pestle. The less than 2-pm fraction was then separated by centrifugation, and two
aliquots o f each sample were prepared as oriented mounts on glass microscope slides
(Moore and Reynolds, 1997). One slide was glycol-solvated to test for expandable clays,
while the other remained air-dried. Selected glycol-solvated samples were baked at 550°
C for one hour to aid in the distinction between kaolinite and chlorite.
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X-Ray Diffraction
All samples were analyzed with a Philips-Norelco automated/digital
diffractometer using C uK a radiation (Philips APD 3720 automated pow der
diffractometer and Philips XRG 3100 X-ray generator). A step scan analysis was used to
scan each sample; the step interval was set at 0.020 °2 0 per second. The whole rock
random samples were scanned from 3° 2 0 to 66° 2 0 . Insoluble residue samples were
analyzed from 3° 2 0 to 30 ° 2 0 or 3 3 °2 0 . The receiving slit for both the whole rock and
clay analyses was set at 0.2 mm.
Peak positions were located using M acD iff version 4.2.5 software (Petschick,
2000). Mineral identification was conducted by comparison with mineral data in Berry et
al. (1974) and the JCPDS Mineral Powder Diffraction File Data Book (1980).

Geologic Overview
Geologic Setting
Location o f the Belt Basin
The Belt basin formed within a large middle Proterozoic continent. Most o f the
sediment that filled the basin came in the form o f fine sand and mud from a continental
mass that lay to the west and southwest o f the basin (W inston, 1986a; Winston and Link,
1993; Sears and W inston, 2004, personal communication). The local LaHood
conglomerate was shed from uplift o f the Dillon block along the south margin o f the
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basin and some coarse sand was shed into the eastern part o f the basin from Laurentia to
the east. The large continental landmass was split by a rift system beginning in middle
Proterozoic time and the western continental mass separated from the Laurentian
landmass in late Proterozoic time. Only the Laurentian part o f the Belt basin is preserved
in North America (Figure 7). Sears (2004, personal communication) and Sears and Price
(1978, 2002) propose that the rifted landmass is now Siberia.

Tectonics o f the Belt Basin
Cretaceous compression and Tertiary extension have masked much o f the original
tectonic elements o f the Belt basin. However, W inston (1986b) hypothesized that the
patterns o f the Phanerozoic faults reflect the underlying template o f the major Proterozoic
faults that cut the continental crust. He proposed that three approximately east-west
Proterozoic fault zones cut the crystalline continental crust and that the subsiding blocks
formed the Belt basin. He named the Proterozoic fault zones lines to distinguish them
from the Phanerozoic structures that overprint them. The three Proterozoic lines are: 1)
the Perry line, 2) the Garnet line, and 3) the Jocko line (Figure 8). The Perry Line is a
nearly east-west trending fault zone that moved down-to-the-north in the Proterozoic and
forms the southern boundary o f the Helena Embayment (Winston, 1986b). W inston
(1986b) proposed that the down-to-the-south Volcano Valley Fault in the Sheep Creek
region o f the Little Belt M ountains, Montana is a local expression o f a second
fundamental east-west structure he termed the Garnet Line. The east trending graben
between the Perry and Garnet lines formed the Proterozoic Helena Embayment (Feeback,
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1997). The Tertiary O sbum fault in the Coeur d ’Alene mining district o f Idaho
overprints a large down-to-the-south Proterozoic fault system that W inston (1986b)
termed the Jocko Line. Palinspastic restorations o f the Prichard Formation also support
this fault block theory (Ambrose et al., 2003).

Stratigraphy o f the Belt Supergroup
Belt rocks have been studied for more than one hundred years. The initial studies
by W alcott (1899) and W eed (1899) set the stage for this thesis by naming the
Chamberlain, N ewland, and Helena formations. Ransome and Calkins (1908) named the
Wallace Formation. Figure 9 is a generalized geologic map o f the Belt Supergroup.
Figure 10 shows the stratigraphie correlations for the Belt Supergroup from the Coeur
d ’Alene District, Rogers Pass, and the Little Belt Mountains.

Chamberlain Form ation
W alcott (1899) named the Chamberlain Formation for exposures on upper Belt
Creek south ofN eihart, Montana. He described this 1500 ft (450m) section as dark
siliceous and arenaceous shale and gray sandstone. He described the dark shale and gray
sandstone as grading upward into 500 feet (152 m) o f thick bedded impure limestone
with shale interbeds that he correlated with the Newland Limestone on the south side of
the Little Belt M ountains, Montana.
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Newland Form ation
W alcott (1899) described the Newland Limestone along Newlan Creek north of
White Sulphur Springs, M ontana (W alcott believed that the stream was named Newland
Creek). He m easured 2000 ft (610 m) o f thin bedded limestone with shale partings. He
correlated these exposures with the carbonate rocks on upper Belt Creek. Zieg (1981)
studied W alcott’s locality at Belt Creek and concluded that the rocks are actually part o f
the Chamberlain Form ation because the interbedded black shale is typical o f that in the
Chamberlain Formation. Zieg (1981) also found clasts o f thick-bedded carbonate within
breccia channel deposits in Chamberlain black shales, which further supports his
hypothesis that the Belt Creek section is part o f the Chamberlain Formation.
Zieg separated the Newland Formation into a lower section composed mostly o f
thinly laminated tan calcareous shale, and an upper part consisting mainly o f medium- to
thin-bedded microspar intervals and silty shale intervals (Zieg, 1981). He subdivided the
upper N ew land Form ation into seven distinct lithologie units based on the major rock
types within each division.
Feeback (1997) studied the Chamberlain and Newland formations in detail to
clarify the Chamberlain-Newland boundary. He concluded that the Newland should be
limited to thinly layered limestone characterized by the type section, and that the
dolomitic carbonate on Belt Creek should be assigned to the Chamberlain Formation. He
interpreted the Cham berlain carbonate to represent a shallow water landward
transgressing unit, while he interpreted the Newland to be a deeper, mostly subwave base
deposit.
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Piegan Group
W alcott (1899) named the Helena Limestone for exposures o f carbonate-bearing
rock near Helena, M ontana. W illis (1902) named the carbonate rich Siyeh Formation in
Glacier N ational Park after M ount Siyeh. Ransome and Calkins (1908) named the
Wallace Form ation for a sandy carbonate unit in the Coeur d ’Alene mining district o f
Idaho. Fenton and Fenton (1937) included the Helena, Wallace, Siyeh, and other Belt
carbonate units in the Piegan Group. For the first part o f the 20th century the Helena,
Siyeh, and W allace formations were miscorrelated with other carbonate units in the Belt,
mainly the N ew land and Shepard formations. Smith and Bames (1966) finally
demonstrated that the Helena, Siyeh, and Wallace formations represent different facies of
the same unit. W ithout explanation, Harrison (1972) replaced the formal name Piegan
Group w ith the informal name middle Belt carbonate. Recent studies o f the Helena and
Wallace formations have focused on macroscale stratigraphy and sedimentation
(Grotzinger, 1981, 1986; Johnson, 1999; Eby, 1977). M ost workers have considered the
Helena to be the eastern facies and the Wallace to be the western faces o f the middle Belt
carbonate. W inston (2003) has revised the stratigraphie boundaries o f the Helena and
W allace formations. He limited the Helena Formation to the ftiinly laminated, cyclical
lower part o f the succession, and redefined the Wallace to the sandy, upper part o f the
Helena-W allace succession. He also revived the Piegan Group to include them both.

X-Ray Diffraction Studies o f Belt Rocks
X-ray diffraction studies on the Belt Supergroup, including Maxwell and Hower
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(1967), Ryan (1991), Feeback (1997), and Foster (in progress), have principally focused
on argillites and other clay rich deposits within the Belt. None o f the previous X-ray
diffraction studies analyzed the carbonate material in the Belt Supergroup.
M axwell and Hower (1967) investigated the response o f illite to increasing
stratigraphie depth. Their samples from the shallow eastern part o f the Belt series were
collected from the Little Belt Mountains, M ontana and their thickest section was along
Pend Oreille Lake, Idaho on the western edge o f the basin. M axwell and Hower (1967)
report that illite was identifiable in all samples collected, but the polymorph transformed
from IM to 2M w ith increasing depth. They also concluded that detrital mica frequently
occurred with illite. Chlorite and kaolinite occur less often in the clay assemblages.
Ryan (1991) studied the structural variations o f illite and chlorite from several
locations throughout the Belt basin. He sampled argillites from the Newland Formation,
as well as some o f the Belt Supergroup formations at Rogers Pass, Montana. He
concluded that chlorite predominately exists in the Ilb polytype and that the proportion o f
2Mi illite polytype increases with increasing burial depth and temperature.
Feeback (1997) analyzed drill core samples o f unoxidized shale beds o f
Chamberlain and New land rock with X-ray diffraction and reported illite, chlorite, and
kaolinite.
Foster (personal communication, 2004) is studying potassium bentonite samples
collected from the Ravalli, Piegan, and Missoula Groups. X-ray diffraction analysis o f
these rocks revealed illite and other clay minerals.
Chave (1952) and Royse et al. (1971) have shown that X-ray diffraction analysis
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can accurately identify solid solution compositions in calcite and dolomite. Chave (1952)
showed that a calcite-dolomite solid solution series exists, however it is unstable at near
surface conditions.
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PETR O G R A PH Y RESULTS
Grain Types
The siliciclastic and carbonate grains o f the Newland, Helena, Wallace, and
Chamberlain formations are quartz silt, detrital mica, carbonate peloids, intraclasts, and
ooliths. Table 1 displays the grain types in each thin section from Newlan Creek (NC),
Rogers Pass (RP), and Jefferson Creek (JC). The number following the number
abbreviation gives the location, in feet, o f where on the outcrop the sample was collected.

Siliciclastic Grains
Description
Quartz is the m ost common o f the siliciclastic grain types from the Newland,
Helena and W allace, and Chamberlain formations (Figures 11, 12, and 13). The detrital
quartz grains tend to group into one o f four basic size modes: 10-20 pm across in thin
section, 30-50 pm across, 50-70 pm across, and 150 to more than 200 pm across. The
quartz grains in these size modes are single grains that are angular to round with straight
to slightly undulose extinction. The percentage o f quartz in thin section varies greatly
from thin section to thin section and from layer to layer. In most thin sections the quartz
ranges from approximately 2% to 50%, however, bands o f detrital quartz grains
concentrations reach up to 75%. Quartz grains and carbonate peloids are similarly sorted
in size and shape.
The siliciclastic grain type also includes mica (Figures 14, 15, and 16).
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T able 1. Grain types in the Newland, Helena, Wallace, and Chamberlain
formations. Gray squares only observed for textures and fabrics visible
in graphically enlarged thin sections. The number following the location
abbreviation gives footage in the measured section.
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Figure 11. Quartz grains (Q) mixed with type B peloids (B) in spar
cement. Photomicrograph o f thin section NC 150.
Plane polarized light. Scale bar 200 pm.

Figure 12. Quartz grains (Q) in spar cement. Photomicrograph o f thin section
RP 90. Plane polarized light. Scale bar 100 pm.
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Figure 13. Round quartz with undulose extinction and mica flakes with type B
peloids in microcrystalline calcite spar cement. Photomicrograph
o f thin section JC 200. Plane polarized light. Scale bar 100 pm.

Figure 14. M ica flakes with quartz and type B peloids in spar
cement. Photomicrograph o f thin section NC 150.
Plane polarized light. Scale bar 200 pm.
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Figure 15. M uscovite m ica flake and type B peloids in spar cement.
Photomicrograph o f thin section RP 20. Plane polarized
light. Scale bar 100 pm.

F ig u re 16. Large, rounded straight and undulose quartz with parallel mica
flakes in type B peloids with microcrystalline calcite spar cement.
Photomicrograph o f thin section JC 125. Plane polarized light.
Scale bar 100 pm .
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M uscovite and biotite flakes are limited to about 1 or 2 % o f the siliciclastic detrital
material. Individual m ica flakes range from less than 10 |xm across and 20-30 |xm long to
more than 10 |xm across and 150 (xm long. In m ost thin sections, m ica flakes are aligned
parallel to bedding. Clay is also common in the sediments o f the Newland, Helena,
Wallace, and Chamberlain formations; however it is generally mixed into the areas
cemented with micrite, w hich makes it extremely difficult to identify with pétrographie
methods.
Newland quartz silt clusters into two o f the size modes: 10-20 pm across and 3050 pm across. The 50 pm grains are the most common, and most are concentrated into
laminae; others are dispersed and mostly mixed with carbonate peloids o f the same
diameter. Thus, the 50 pm quartz and carbonate grains are similarly sorted. The angular
quartz silt grains that are 10 pm across are rarely concentrated into laminae, but are
commonly m ixed w ith fine carbonate peloids o f the same size.
The H elena and W allace formations have quartz grains from all four size modes;
however the 30 to 50 pm size mode is the most common. Quartz grains from the three
finer size modes are similarly sorted with carbonate peloids o f the same size. The large
150 to 200 pm quartz grains occur in oolitic beds together with ooliths o f the same size.
Quartz silt in the Chamberlain Formation is o f three basic grain sizes; 10-15 pm
across, 30 to 50 pm across, and 150 to more than 200 pm across. They are concentrated
sediment pockets overlying sedimentary wisps (see page 89). They are commonly mixed
with carbonate grains o f similar sizes, but are rarely concentrated into laminae, as
laminae are rare in the Chamberlain Formation. Less common, smaller quartz silt grains
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are generally m ore angular than larger grains. Like the 30 to 50 |im quartz silt grains,
these grains are rarely incorporated into laminae, but are similarly sorted with carbonate
grains o f the same size. Rare quartz grains in the 150 to more than 200 pm size mode are
poorly sorted w ith carbonate peloids 30 to 50 pm across.

Interpretation
The siliciclastic grains, especially quartz, are the most diagnostic indicators of
detrital grain transport. Quartz grains, mixed with carbonate grains o f the same size and
shape, were deposited together in horizontal to wavy laminae, ripple cross laminae, and
hummocky laminae in the Newland, Helena, and Wallace formations. M ica flakes
aligned parallel to bedding, also indicate detrital grain transport. The presence o f mica,
coupled w ith the angularity o f the siliciclastic grains suggests that these detrital grains
have not been transported far from their source and may be first cycle. Another
explanation for the angularity o f the siliciclastic grains is that the small size makes them
less susceptible to rounding.
Even though sedimentary structures recording traction transport are absent from
the Chamberlain thin sections, the similarly sorted grain sizes o f both siliciclastic and
carbonate grains suggests hydraulic sorting.

CARBONATE PE L O ID S
“Peloids” as defined by McKee and Gutschick (1969, p. 100), “are particles of
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cryptocrystalline or microcrystalline carbonate, commonly ovoid in shape.” Bathurst
(1975, p. 567) states, “this useful term allows reference to grains composed o f micrite or
microspar w ithout the need to imply any mode o f formation.”
Peloids differ from fecal pellets in that fecal pellets are usually elongate ellipsoids
that have been shaped during passage through the gut o f a mud-feeding animal (Bathurst,
1975). As the peloids o f these Belt carbonate rocks are Proterozoic, it is highly unlikely
that they formed from fecal origins.
Carbonate peloids are common in Belt carbonate rocks. Three different types o f
peloids occur in the N ewland, Helena, Wallace, and Chamberlain formations. They are
classified as type A, type B, or type C based upon their size, shape, and clarity.
Knorre and Krum bein (2000) state that bacteria can be responsible for the
formation o f particles composed o f calcium carbonate. Bacteria in microbial mats can act
as a nucléation sites for carbonate peloid formation, or can significantly alter the abiotic
parameters o f their environment (i.e. increase alkalinity) so that calcium carbonate
precipitation is induced (Knorre and Krumbein, 2000).

Type A Peloids
Description
Type A m icrite peloids are restricted to the Newland Formation. They are
characterized by dark calcite orbs o f detrital origin one to about three pm across (Figures
17 and 18). These small, discrete grains occur in several Newland thin sections and are
easy to identify where they are cemented in sparry calcite rhombs that are 10 to 15 pm
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F ig u re 17. Carbonate peloid type A in spar cement. Best examples in
boxes. Photomicrograph o f thin section NC 168b.
Plane light. Scale bar 100 pm.

F ig u re 18. Carbonate peloid type A in spar cement. Best examples in
boxes. Photomicrograph o f thin section NCIV-FL2.
Plane light. Scale bar 200 pm.
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F ig u re 19. Carbonate peloid type A in spar cement. Best examples in
purple boxes. Photomicrograph o f thin section NCIV-FL2.
Plane light. Scale bar 50 pm.

F ig u re 20. Carbonate peloid type A in spar cement. Same as figure 12.
Photomicrograph o f thin section NCIV-FL2.
Plane polarized light. Scale bar 50 pm.
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across (Figures 19 and 20). But they are obscured where cemented by micrite. Type A
peloids are m assively bedded and do not occur in ripple cross stratification or other
traction transport structures.
Under low pow er magnification, beds o f type A peloids appear to be uniform dark
micrite, but under high power, one can discern that the very small micritic grains are
loosely packed in a very fine sparry matrix.

Interpretation
Based on observations reported by Folk and Chafetz (2000) and Riding (2000), I
interpret that Type A peloids are the renmants o f nanobacteria. Nanobacteria, as their
name suggests, are only about one tenth the size o f normal bacteria (Folk and Chafetz,
2000). Folk first discovered fossil nanobacteria in carbonate rocks from mineralized hot
spring deposits o f Viterbo, Lazio, Italy (Folk and Chafetz, 2000), and, due to their
relatively recent discovery, nanobacteria are just beginning to be reported in older
carbonate rocks.
These discrete rounded carbonate grains form when dead and dying nanobacteria
become calcified during lysis (Riding, 2000). Folk and Chafetz (2000) believe clots or
clusters o f micrite grains similar to type A peloids form around nanobacteria nutrient
sources. They report that when clustered, 20,000x to 50,000x magnification is needed to
distinguish the individual nanobacteria. Folk and Chafetz (2000) have concluded that
thicker nanobacteria concentrations can be responsible for dark colored carbonates.
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Because the type A peloids are not incorporated into traction transport structures,
but are mixed with similarly sorted siliciclastic silt grains, the type A peloids are inferred
to have originated at the water surface or in the water column and have settled from
suspension along w ith wind blown quartz silt grains.

Type B Peloids
Description
Type B peloids are the m ost common detrital carbonate grains in the thin sections
from the Newland, Helena, Wallace, and Chamberlain formations. Type B peloids have
three basic size modes; 20-30 pm across, 30-50 pm across, and 50-70 pm across. They
have a cloudy micritic appearance with distinct grain boundaries and range from subangular to oblate to spherical shapes (Figures 21 through 27). They commonly occur
with detrital siliciclastic grains o f the same size and shape. Type B peloids are cemented
with calcite spar or microcrystalline calcite spar or are supported in a micrite matrix.
Carbonate type B peloids in the Newland Formation are 20 to 30 pm across.
Some are clearly detrital and occur in three-dimensional flow ripple laminae, hummocky
cross beds, and horizontal to wavy laminae.
In the Helena and Wallace formations, type B peloids from all three size modes
can be identified. In several Helena and Wallace thin sections, peloids o f two different
sizes are present. M ost commonly, peloids 20 to 30 pm across are mixed with peloids 30
to 50 pm across. More seldomly, the 50 to 70 pm peloids are mixed with 30 to 50 pm
peloids. Type B peloids in the Helena and Wallace formations are also conunon in
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F ig u re 21, Carbonate peloid type B in microcrystalline calcite spar cement.
Best examples in boxes. Photomicrograph o f thin section NC 28.
Plane light. Scale bar 200 pm.

%

F ig u re 22. Carbonate peloid type B with very fine quartz sand grains and
sedimentary wisps. Photomicrograph o f thin section
NC 1.5. Plane polarized light. Scale bar 200 pm.
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Figure 23. Carbonate peloid type B in microcrystalline calcite spar cement.
Photomicrograph o f thin section RP 520. Plane light.
Scale bar 100 pm.
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F ig u re 24. Fine-grained type B peloids in spar cement. Examples in
boxes. Photomicrograph o f thin section RP 216. Plane
light. Scale bar 100 pm.

F ig u re 25. Coarse-grained type B peloids in spar cement. Examples
in boxes. Photomicrograph o f thin section RP 216. Plane
light. Scale bar 100 pm.
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Figure 26. Unstained type B detrital peloids in microcrystalline calcite spar
cement. Examples in boxes. Photomicrograph o f thin section
JC 136a. Plane light. Scale bar 200 pm.

Figure 27. Red stained type B detrital peloids in microcrystalline calcite spar
cement. Examples in boxes. Photomicrograph o f thin section
JC 136a. Plane light. Scale bar 200 pm.
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horizontal to wavy laminae, ripple cross laminae, and within domal stromatolite layers.
In the Chamberlain Formation, type B peloids are mostly 20 to 30 pm across, but
type B detrital grains as small as 10 pm across and as large as 50 pm have also been
identified. Since the Chamberlain carbonate has been subjected to heavy dolomitization,
many type B peloids have been dolomitized. However, in thin sections without severe
dolomitization, the type B peloids were stained red with Alizarin Red S, proof o f their
calcitic composition. Type B grains are incorporated into the rare horizontal to wavy
laminae in the Jefferson Creek thin sections.

Interpretation
The genesis o f type B peloids is enigmatic. Type B peloids o f the Newland,
Helena, W allace, and Chamberlain formations resemble structure grumeleuse (Cayeux,
1935) and clotted m icrite (Bathurst, 1975, p. 226). Structure grumeleuse are small
globular to irregular clots o f silt grade (approximately 50 pm) crystalline calcite
(Bathurst, 1975). Clotted micrite peloids are attributed to be o f algal origin because o f
their com mon occurrence in stromatolites (Bathurst, 1975). These peloids may form as
replaced unicells, broken sheaths, or as an erratic precipitate in the mucilage.
I infer that type B peloids o f the Newland, Helena, Wallace, and Chamberlain
formations are the remains o f calcified bacteria based upon reports by Castanier et al.,
(2000), Folk and Chafetz (2000), and Knorre and Krumbein (2000) or o f algal or
cyanobacterial origins as described above.
The incorporation o f type B peloids, along with quartz grains, into ripple cross
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laminae, hum m ocky bedding, and horizontal to wavy laminae, indicate bed load transport
and deposition. The similarity in sorting o f type B peloids w ith quartz silt grains further
supports hydraulic sorting. The type B peloids are inferred to be the remains o f freefloating microbes that settled to the sediment surface from either the water surface or
water column and were then transported. The quartz silt grains maybe wind blown or
were carried into the basin from terrestrial floods and settled from suspension with the
type B peloids before they were reworked by currents and storm oscillations.

Type C Peloids
Description
Type C peloids are restricted to the Newland Limestone; they are very distinct
and easy to recognize. They are composed o f round grains o f clear crystalline spar that
mostly range from 30 to 50 pm across, although rare grains reach 100 pm across (Figures
28 and 29). These round grains are similarly sorted with quartz silt grains and type B
peloids also 30 to 50 pm across. Where concentrated into horizontal to wavy laminae,
type C peloids tend to be neomorphosed to twinned macrospar; but where they are not
concentrated into laminae, they are fresh, clear, single crystals o f calcite spar that lack
evidence o f internal neomorphosed spar crystals.

Interpretation
Like the type B peloids, the inferred genetic history o f type C peloids is
problematic. They m ay be the calcified remains o f bacteria (Castanier et al., 2000; Folk
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Figure 28. Carbonate peloid type C in spar cement. Photomicrograph o f thin
section NC 168b. Plane light. Scale bar 100 pm.

Figure 29. Carbonate peloid type C in spar cement. Photomicrograph o f thin
section NC 168b. Plane light. Scale bar 200 pm.
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and Chafetz, 2000; Knorre and Krumbein, 2000). The spherical shapes o f the type C
peloids are sim ilar to structures described by Knorre and Krumbein (2000). Traction
transport by fluids is evident in the peloids that are concentrated in horizontal to wavy
laminae. A t some point after deposition, neomorphism transformed the grains
concentrated in laminae into single, twinned macrospar calcite crystals whose original
genetic appearance remains as an underprint.

Intraclasts
Description
Carbonate intraclasts (transported clasts o f carbonate sediment) are common in
the Newland, Helena, and Wallace formations. They are angular to round, and range from
50 pm to more than 1 cm across. As type B carbonate peloids are the most common
grain type in the thin sections from Newlan Creek and Rogers Pass, intraclasts composed
o f type B carbonate peloids are also common. They are set in spar, microcrystalline
calcite spar, and m icrite matrices. The smaller intraclasts tend to be more rounded;
whereas the larger ones are platy and angular. Many long, platy intraclasts appear to be
imbricated. Intraclasts mixed with quartz silt grains are 30 to 50 pm or larger, are mostly
horizontally oriented with silt. Helena and Wallace intraclasts are also incorporated
within oolith and coarse quartz sand beds. Intraclasts composed o f rounded molartooth
fragments also occur in the Helena and Wallace formations, but they are less common.
Figures 30 through 35 illustrate the common intraclasts from the Newland, Helena, and
Wallace formations.
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Figure 30. Intraclasts in spar cement. Sharp boundary between intraclasts
o f type B peloids and micrite below. Photomicrograph o f thin
section NCIV-FL2. Plane light. Scale bar 1 mm.

Figure 31. Intraclast o f spar cemented type B peloids set in
spar cement. Photomicrograph o f thin section NCIV-FL2.
Plane light. Scale bar 200 pm.
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F ig u re 32. Intraclasts in spar. Photomicrograph o f thin section RP 540.
Plane light. Scale bar 2 mm.

F ig u re 33. M icritic intraclasts surrounded by a mixed siliciclastic and
carbonate matrix. Photomicrograph o f thin section RP 90.
Plane light. Scale bar 2 mm.
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F ig u re 34. Long platy intraclasts o f mixed quartz sand and type B peloids in
spar cement. Photomicrograph o f thin section RP 422. Plane
polarized light. Scale bar 1 mm.

F ig u re 35. Intraclasts in scanned thin section RP 744.
Scale bar in cm.
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Interpretation
Intraclasts are stiff carbonate sediment clasts that were scoured, transported,
deposited by currents (Folk, 1962). Once free, the intraclasts become rounded, and the
distance o f intraclast transport may be inferred from their degree o f rounding. Many o f
the intraclasts in the Newland, Helena, and Wallace formations are plate-like and only the
ends are rounded. Therefore they have not been transported far. However, intraclasts in
the oolith beds at Rogers Pass tend to be more rounded, and even form some o f the oolith
centers. The imbricated intraclasts reflect paleocurrent direction.

Ooliths
Description
Ooliths are some o f the largest and most rounded detrital grains in the Helena and
Wallace formations, second in size only to intraclasts (Figure 36). These grains range
approximately from 0.5 mm to 1.5 mm. Although two ooliths are exactly alike, they
share many com mon features, which give them their unique appearance.
Five basic types o f ooliths occur in the thin sections from Rogers Pass. They are:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Concentric ooliths
Radial ooliths
Superficial ooliths
Regenerated broken ooliths
Cerebroid ooliths

Concentric ooliths are the most common type o f oolith in the Helena and Wallace
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Figure 36. Sketch o f the most common ooliths found in the Helena
and W allace formations at Rogers Pass.
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formations at Rogers Pass, and are spherically shaped with centers composed o f well
rounded intraclasts (Figure 37). Concentric rings are developed and preserved as calcitic
or aragonitic cortices and display the mixed radial-concentric fabrics that are attributed to
mixed calcite-eiragonite mineralogies by Kidder and Hall (1993) and Tucker (1984).
Radial ooliths are spherically shaped with nuclei composed o f well rounded
intraclasts (Figures 38 and 39). Radial ooliths in the Helena and Wallace have two
specific fabrics; those in which long radial crystals stretch from the nucleus to the outer
most radial cortex, and those in which the exterior calcitic or aragonitic coatings create
concentric layers that appear as needles radiating away from the nucleus. Radial ooliths
in the Belt have also been recognized by Kidder and Hall (1993) and Tucker (1984).
Superficial ooliths have thin cortex coatings around irregularly shaped nuclei,
usually elongated intraclasts, and are consequently elongate (Figure 40). These ooliths
form the same kind o f concentric rings that the concentric and radial ooliths have, but the
cortices are thinner and then to take on the shape o f the nuclei.
Regenerated broken ooliths range from spherically or irregularly shaped (Figure
41). They have at their centers broken fragments o f preexisting ooliths; mostly radial
ooliths, but some regenerated ooliths have cerebroid or concentric ooliths at their centers.
Most broken ooliths are abraded before being recoated to begin a new oolith.
Cerebroid ooliths (Figure 42), as described by Eby (1977) are an irregular and
peculiar type o f oolith. They are characterized by an unusual outer surface with
irregularly spaced pits. The pits appear as dark wedge shaped intrusions that cut into the
concentric rings o f the original ooliths. Eby reports that the dark areas are enriched in
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Figure 37. Concentric oolith in top left comer. Superficial oolith
below it. Photomicrograph o f thin section RP 471.
Plane light. Scale bar 1 mm.

Figure 38. Radial oolith in center has molartooth calcite nucleus.
Photomicrograph o f thin section RP 471. Plane light.
Scale bar 1 mm.
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Figure 39. Radial oolith in top right comer. Round quartz grain with
straight extinction in bottom left comer. Photomicrograph o f
thin section RP 422. Plane polarized light. Scale bar 1 mm.

Figure 40. Superficial oolith in top right comer. Photomicrograph o f
thin section RP 422. Plane polarized light. Scale bar 1 mm.
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Figure 41. Regenerated oolith. Photomicrograph o f thin section RP 422.
Plane light. Scale bar 200 pm.

F ig u re 42. Cerebroid oolith in center. Photomicrograph o f thin section RP 471
Plane polarized light. Scale bar 1 mm.
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clay and contain pyrite.
The grain to grain contact o f the ooliths forms pore spaces that were cemented in
two different ways. Spar and microcrystalline calcite spar are the two m ost common
types o f oolith cement. M olartooth calcite forms in some o f the void spaces. Ooliths
from Rogers Pass are illustrated in Figures 43 and 44.

Interpretation
Goids form in saline to fresh water environments, when sand sized grains roll
around on the depositional surface and become coated with concentric or radial rings o f
calcite, aragonite, or silica. Successive layers continue to build on the ooids as they are
rolled by moving water.
The oolith nuclei o f the Helena and Wallace formations formed from many
different kinds o f intraclasts including those composed o f molartooth calcite and type B
peloids. The grain to grain collisions o f the ooliths frequently broke them, forming half
round ooliths, w hich in turn became new centers for regenerated ooliths. The first few
precipitated coatings maintain the shape o f the broken oolith, but as subsequent layers are
precipitated, regenerated ooliths begin to become spherical.
Bathurst (1975) reports that ancient ooliths with radial fabric probably originated
as aragonite. This hypothesis is based on the fact that many recent marine ooids
composed o f aragonite have concentric lamination with no trace o f radial fabric. The
radial-fibrous fabrics only become obvious where they have been diagenetically altered
to calcite. However, Pedone and Norgauer (2002) report that the ooids from the Great
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Figure 43. Ooliths and intraclasts in spar cement from scanned thin section RP 422.
Scale bar in cm.
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Figure 44. Ooliths from Rogers Pass. Plane light. Scale bar 2 mm. a) Photomicrograph of RP 471.
b) Photomicrograph of RP 471. c) Photomicrograph of RP 422. d) Photomicrograph of RP 422.

Salt Lake are an exception to the mineralogy-microfabric rule proposed by Bathurst, as
these ooids are aragonitic with radial microfabric.
Eby (1977) also described Helena and Wallace ooliths with radial cortices and
cerebroid forms. He compared them to m odem Great Salt Lake ooids (Hailey, 1977) and
inferred that H elena and Wallace ooliths also formed in a hypersaline environment. The
radial fabric forms planes o f weakness, so that the ooids break and form nuclei o f
additional ooids. Similarity o f Great Salt Lake ooids and Helena and Wallace ooliths is
confirmed by Pedone and Norgauer (2002, figure 2).

M atrix Types
The matrix types o f the Newland, Helena, Wallace, and Chamberlain formations
include spar, m icrocrystalline calcite spar, and micrite. Table 2 lists the matrix types in
each thin section from Newlan Creek (NC), Rogers Pass (RP), and Jefferson Creek (JC).

Spar
Description
Folk (1962) defined sparry calcite cement as grains or crystals that are 10 pm or
more across and can be distinguished from micrite by their clarity and coarser crystal
size.
The spar cem ent in the Helena, Wallace, and Newland formations has two general
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Table 2. Matrix types in the Newland, Helena,
Wallace, and Chamberlain formations. Gray
squares only observed for textures and fabrics
visible in graphicallyenlarged thin sections.
The number following the location abbreviation
gives footage in the measured section.
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;

forms; discrete, angular, clear calcite crystals 10

across and clear equant calcite

crystals, irregularly round to rhombic 50 |xm across (Figures 45 and 46). Larger detrital
peloids tend to be cemented by larger spar crystals, whereas the smaller peloids are
cemented by sm aller sparite crystals. Spar cemented peloids appear to have retained their
original shapes and fabrics, and are loosely packed. Sparry calcite cement is the most
common matrix in the thin sections from Newlan Creek and is common in the Helena and
Wallace formations at Rogers Pass. Large spar crystals 10 pm or larger do not occur in
the Chamberlain formation.

Interpretation
Spar cement is inferred to be early in the Newland, Helena, and Wallace
formations, as the carbonate grains cemented by spar seem to retain their original shapes
and fabrics without being compacted. The early cementation was probably prompted by
pore water chemistry that promoted rapid carbonate precipitation. Decreases in CO 2 and
increases in salinity are common processes for driving carbonate precipitation. The
correspondence o f sparry cement crystal sizes to grain sizes may be due to the sizes of
pore spaces related to grain size; the larger grains create larger void spaces to fill, while
the smaller grain create smaller pore spaces. Larger detrital grains also provide larger
templates for sparry calcite precipitation.
As spar crystals generally form in larger pore spaces, the lack o f spar cement in
the Chamberlain carbonate is probably due to a lack o f voids that were large enough to
promote normal spar formation. Also, the high degree o f dolomitization that overprints
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Figure 45. Spar cementing type B and C carbonate peloids. Photomicrograph
o f thin section NC 150. Plane light. Scale bar 200 pm.

Figure 46- Peloid type B in calcite spar cement. Photomicrograph o f thin
section RP 705. Plane light. Scale bar 100 pm.
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the grains could be responsible for obscuring the large spar crystals.

M icrocrystalline Calcite Spar
Description
M icrocrystalline calcite spar, as its name suggests, is a smaller version o f normal
spar. M icrocrystalline calcite spar cement is composed o f interlocking, clear, equant
crystals 2 to 8 pm across (Figures 47 and 48). It differs from molartooth calcite in that
microcrystalline calcite spar crystals are not o f the uniform crystal size and shape
characteristic o f molartooth calcite.
In thin section, patches o f microcrystalline calcite spar cement all o f the grain
types described above for the Helena, Wallace, and Chamberlain formations.
Microcrystalline calcite spar does not preferentially form in any single void size, and fills
small pores between type B peloids as well as large voids between ooliths and intraclasts.
In the thin sections o f Chamberlain carbonate, microcrystalline calcite spar and
micrite cement com monly occur together in the same thin section; while in the Helena
and W allace formations, both spar and microcrystalline calcite spar cements are
commonly mixed.

Interpretation
Several factors control calcite nucléation and subsequent crystal growth.
M icrocrystalline calcite spar cement, forms when geochemical conditions support the
growth o f m any small calcite crystals on grain surfaces in stead o f few larger ones (Folk;
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F ig u re 47. M icrocrystalline calcite spar cement. Photomicrograph o f thin
section RP 504, Plane light. Scale bar 100 pm.

F ig u re 48. M icrocrystalline calcite spar. Photomicrograph o f thin section
JC 125. Plane light. Scale bar 100 pm.
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1959, 1962). Bathurst (1975) suggested that small spar crystals reflect early cementation.
He also reports that the calcite crystal nucléation rate is proportional to the surface area o f
the preexisting crystals or grains. Dittrich et al. (2003) showed that cyanobacteria are
very effective as seed particles for rapid calcite nucléation.
In the Helena and Wallace formations, microcrystalline calcite spar cement, like
spar, formed early enough to preserve the original textures and shapes o f the detrital
grains before significant compaction.
In the areas not affected by dolomitization in the Chamberlain Formation, early
microcrystalline calcite spar cement helped to preserve the original shapes and sizes o f
the carbonate and siliciclastic grains.

Micrite
Description
Folk (1962) described lithified microcrystalline calcite ooze, as micrite, a
subtranslucent calcite cement that forms equant, single grains that are 1 to 4 pm across.
M icrite in the Newland, Helena, Wallace and Chamberlain thin sections is
submicron sized, semi-translucent to nearly opaque calcite cement (Figures 49 through
52). In some thin sections, micrite cement fills the contact spaces between grains, while
in other thin sections; the micrite cement supports more widely separated grains. Micrite
matrix differs from the micritic type B peloids because, unlike the type B peloids, micrite
cement does not display sub-angular or rounded grain boundaries. Micrite-filled pore
spaces between grains are much smaller than the voids cemented by spar or
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Figure 49. M icrite matrix surrounding type B carbonate peloids.
Photomicrograph o f thin section NC Float 7.
Plane light. Scale bar 200 pm.

Figure 50. Micrite. Photomicrograph o f thin section RP 504.
Plane light. Scale bar 200 pm.
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F ig u re 51. M olartooth structure emplaced in micrite matrix. Sedimentary
wisps are distorted by molartooth structure. Photomicrograph
o f thin section JC 187. Plane light. Scale bar 1 mm.

F ig u re 52. M icrite m atrix with some dolomitization (D). Photomicrograph o f
thin section JC 120. Plane polarized light. Scale bar 100 pm.
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microcrystalline calcite spar. The distinction between type A peloids and the micrite
cement is more difficult to ascertain because these grain and cement types have optical
similarities. Type C peloids are easily identified in a micrite matrix; the large, round,
clear grains are accented by the dark, cloudy micrite.
In the Helena, Wallace, and Newland formations, micrite matrix is not as
common as coarse sparite or microcry stall ine calcite spar, but is still important in
cementing micritic peloids.
M icrite is the m ost common variety o f matrix in the Chamberlain Formation at
Jefferson Creek.

Interpretation
The sub-translucent character and dark color o f this cement can be explained in
three ways. Firstly, a high percentage o f clay may be incorporated into the calcitic
cement. Secondly, m icrite matrix may in fact, be due to the calcified remnants o f biota
(nanobacteria, bacteria, cyanobacteria) or small calcified fragments o f the sedimentary
wisps described below. Thirdly, the opaque, dark regions within the micrite matrix may
have been com pacted during burial. Smaller pore spaces between grains with micrite
matrix may indicate that the grains were compressed before they were fully lithified.

Sedim entary Structures
The sedimentary structures o f the Newland, Helena, Wallace, and Chamberlain
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T a b le 3. Sedimentary structures found in the Newland, Helena, Wallace,

and Chamberlain formations. Gray squares only observed for textures and
fabrics visible in graphically enlarged thin sections. The number following
the location abbreviation gives footage in the measured section.
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formations include horizontal to wavy laminae, uncracked even couplets, hummocky
cross stratification, m olartooth structure, sedimentary wisps, and stromatolites. Table 3
displays the sedimentary structures in each thin section from Newlan Creek (NC), Rogers
Pass (RP), and Jefferson Creek (JC).

Horizontal to W avy Laminae
Description
Horizontal to wavy laminae are the most prevalent sedimentary structures in the
Belt carbonates (Figures 53 through 57). They are discernable in thin section and hand
sample as alternations o f parallel light gray or tan and dark gray, brown, or black bands.
Even though the light layers are slightly coarser grained than the dark layers, both
the light and dark laminae are composed o f type B peloids that range from 20 to 50 pm
across. Similarly sorted siliciclastic grains are also incorporated into both the light and
dark strata. Both the light and dark layers o f horizontal to wavy laminae start with a
sharp base upon w hich the sediments are deposited.
The color variation between the light and dark layers is due to a couple o f factors.
A larger grain size, the presence o f spar and microcrystalline calcite spar cement, and the
absence o f sedimentary wisps are responsible for the light bands. The dark bands reflect
smaller grains, m icrite matrix, and the presence o f sedimentary wisps. Ripples are visible
in the light laminae because the ripple cross laminae are not hidden by micrite cement.
In the N ew land Limestone, light layers range from 1 to 5 mm thick, whereas the
darker layers are only about 0.5 mm thick. Rare dark gray to black bands are 4 or 5 mm
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Figure 53. M ostly horizontal laminae at Newlan Creek outcrop. Hummocky
laminae behind lower part o f quarter.

Figure 54. Horizontal laminae from scanned thin section NC 168b.
Line through center o f thin section is due to a break
in the glass slide. Scale bar in cm.
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F ig u re 55. Horizontal to wavy laminae from scanned thin
section F P 487. Scale bar in cm.

t
K
F ig u re 56. Wavy laminae from scanned thin section RP 355.
Scale bat ^
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m
Figure 57, M ostly horizontal laminae from scanned thin section JC136b.
Scale bar in cm.
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thick, but these appear to grade upward to ripple cross laminae.
In the H elena and W allace formations most light colored layers are 0.5 mm to 5
mm thick, but some laminae reach 16 mm thick. The dark bands range from 0.5 mm to 5
mm. However some bands are up to 15 mm thick.
Horizontal laminae are not common in the Chamberlain carbonate, but when they
do occur, the dark bands range from 0.1 to 0.5 mm thick, while the light layers are 1.0 to
1.5 mm thick.

Interpretation
I interpret that the horizontal to wavy laminae in the Newland, Helena, Wallace,
and Chamberlain formations can be attributed to alternating events o f traction transport
and suspension settle out. The light colored bands reflect a larger grain size, the presence
o f spar and microcrystalline calcite spar cements, and the absence o f sedimentary wisps.
The dark bands are attributed to a finer grain size, micrite matrix, and the presence of
sedimentary wisps. Ripples in the light laminae indicate traction transport. As flows
ebbed, the finer, darker layers were deposited by suspension settle out. The sedimentary
wisp material in the dark layers is inferred to also be deposited during periods o f no flow.

Uncracked Undulating Couplets
Description
Uncracked undulating couplets occur in the Newland, Helena, Wallace, and
Chamberlain formations as thin beds o f carbonate silt that grade upward into mud
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ouplet

Figure 58. Uncracked undulating couplets from scanned thin section RP 20.
Light gray cleaner silty layers o f lower, half-couplets have sharp
bases and thicken and thin laterally. They grade up into muddier
upper half-couplets that are more continuous. Scale bar in cm.
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Figure 59. Uncracked undulating couplets from scanned thin section RP 443a.
Lower boundaries o f the light gray silty half-couplets are scoured
in some layers. Scale bar in cm.
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(Figures 58 and 59). Couplets are discernable in thin section and hand sample as light
gray silty layers with sharp bases that thicken and thin laterally. They grade up into dark
gray muddy layers. They are similar to the layers described as horizontal to wavy
laminae. However, unlike horizontal to wavy laminae, the layers grade from coarser
sediments to finer sediments, instead o f being separated by a sharp boundary.
The light layers o f uncracked undulating couplets are composed mostly o f type B
peloids 20 to 50 pm across that are similarly sorted with detrital quartz silt. As the color
o f the bed begins to darken, the sediments become finer, and towards the top o f the bed,
are mostly composed o f clay and lack carbonate peloids and quartz silt. The couplets
range from a few millimeters to a few centimeters thick. Uncracked undulating couplets
occur in Newland, Helena, Wallace, and Chamberlain formations, but they are most
prevalent in the Helena and Wallace formations.

Intervretation
The uncracked undulating couplets o f the Newland, Helena, Wallace, and
Chamberlain formations represent episodic traction transport followed by suspension
settle out (W inston and Link, 1993). The coarser and lighter colored layers were
transported and deposited by currents. Their thickening and thinning likens them to small
hummocks. Perhaps they were wave generated. If so, the finer darker layers probably
record wave deceleration and cessation.
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Ripple Cross Lam inae
Description
Two types o f three-dimensional flow ripples occur in the Helena, Wallace, and
Newland formations; those w ith only foreset preservation (Figures 60 through 62) and
those with stoss side and foreset preservation (Figure 63).
Like the horizontal to wavy laminae, the light colored foreset laminae tend to be
coarser grained than the dark bands and lack sedimentary wisps. The dark foreset
laminae, on the other hand, are finer grained and contain sedimentary wisps. The ripple
cross laminae are small scale and are difficult to recognize in hand sample. These
structures are m ost visible when the thin sections are graphically enlarged.
In the N ew land Limestone subcritically climbing ripple foresets rest on scour pits.
The angle between crossbeds and coset boundaries o f most crossbeds averaged 13
degrees. The cross-laminae form lenses from 3.5 to 10 cm long w ith truncated tops o f
horizontal laminae or another overlying lens o f ripples. Alternating light and dark layers
less than 1 m m thick similar to those o f horizontal to wavy laminae highlight the foresets.
The light bands contain 40-60% quartz and 40-60% peloids, while the dark layers have
less than 10% quartz grains and 90% carbonate peloids.
Subcritically climbing and supercritically climbing ripples occur in the Helena
and Wallace formations. The foreset lenses created by lee side preservation have cross
laminae that range from 1 cm to 3 cm thick cut by truncated horizontal laminae. The
angle between cross laminae and coset boundaries was measured to be between 9° and
11°; alternating light and dark laminae less than 0.25 mm thick emphasize the ripple
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F ig u re 60. Subcritical ripple cross laminae from scanned thin section
NC 2.3. Scale bar in cm.
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F ig u re 61. Ripple cross laminae from scanned thin section NC 150.
Scale bar in cm.
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Figure 62. Ripple cross laminae (arrowed) over undulating silt-to-clay couplets
from scanned thin section RP 20. Scale bar in cm.
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Figure 63. Supercritical ripple cross laminae from scanned thin
section RP 346. Scale bar in cm.
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foresets. As in the N ewland, the dark foreset laminae are slightly finer grained than the
light laminae and contain dark sedimentary wisps. Mica flakes in the dark bands are
aligned parallel to the foresets o f the ripple cross laminae.
The ripples with stoss side preservation overlie horizontal laminae and grade
upward to climbing ripples, and then return upward to horizontally laminated sediments.
The ripple layers are approximately 1 cm thick and the angle o f climb steepens
horizontally dovm current; from 25° to 45° before reverting back to horizontal laminae.
These ripples are easily recognized by their repeated light and dark laminae on the sub
millimeter scale.

Interpretation
The subcritically and supercritically climbing ripples represent unidirectional
currents and traction transport along the depositional interface. Foresets were built by
alternating accumulations o f traction transported coarser and finer quartz silt and
carbonate peloids.
Currents that deposited the ripple laminae may have originated in three ways or a
combination o f them. The most likely source was storm generated currents. Wind setup
by storms may form currents that transport sediments. Secondly, sediments could have
been moved by density currents o f cold near shore waters that flowed down across the
basin floor. Thirdly, underflow currents formed by river inflows could also have formed
the ripples. N o symmetrical ripples or ripple cross laminae in the Newland, Helena,
Wallace, or Chamberlain formations were observed; therefore it is unlikely that
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oscillatory currents formed these ripples. Tidal current deposition is unlikely because
herringbone cross laminae, formed by bi-directional currents and tidal channels are also
absent.

Hum mocky Cross Stratification
Description
Low angle, undulating cross laminae o f convex-up hummocks and concave-up
swales occur in the N ew land as alternating light and dark laminae with internal bed
truncations and curved erosional surfaces (Figure 64) (Miall, 2000, p. 174; Boggs, 1995,
p. 125-126). Boggs (1995) reports that hummocky cross bedding sets generally range
from 15 to 50 cm thick w ith a spacing o f 50 cm to several meters. Because the hummock
and swale sets from N ew lan Creek are larger than the thin sections, their original lengths
and thicknesses could not be determined.
Horizontal to wavy and hummocky cross laminae are recognizable by alternating
light and dark colored bands o f carbonate peloids and quartz silt. However, in the swales,
the light gray-white bands o f thin laminae up to 0.1 mm thick are composed mostly o f
type B peloids and quartz silt grains 30 to 50 pm across and are cemented by spar. The
darker, thicker laminae 1 mm thick are composed o f finer type B peloids and quartz silt
mostly 20 to 30 pm across in a micrite matrix. Sedimentary wisp fragments are also
aligned parallel to the dark laminae.

Interpretation
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Figure 64. Hummocky cross stratification firom scanned thin section
NC 28. Scale bar in cm.
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Generally, hummocky cross stratification is attributed to oscillatory storm waves
(Miall, 2000). The hummocks and swales in the Newland Formation are most likely
formed by storms as well. I interpret the alternating light and dark laminae in the
Newland hummocks and swales to have formed when oscillating storm currents
reworked sediment surfaces and the coarser type B peloids and quartz silt grains settled
as the light layers, whereas the finer type B peloids and quartz silt accumulated as the
dark layers.

Molartooth Structure
Description
M olartooth structure, as described by O ’Connor (1972), Eby (1977), Fumiss
(1990) and Fum iss et al. (1998), occurs in the Newland, Helena, Wallace, and
Chamberlain formations. This structure has three basic forms; blobs, vertical ribbons,
and horizontal ribbons (O ’Connor, 1972). The blob forms occur in all o f the Belt
carbonate rocks described in this study and have spheroidal to irregular shapes that range
from less than 0.5 mm to greater than 1 cm. Molartooth ribbons only occur in the
Chamberlain, Helena, and Wallace formations. These structures have both horizontal and
vertical forms, w ith vertical ribbons being the most prevalent. M olartooth ribbons are
nearly continuous fissures formed in the micritic matrix and filled with microcrystalline
molartooth calcite. One reason molartooth structures are distinct is because they are
filled with microcrystalline molartooth calcite. M olartooth calcite cement is
unmistakable because o f its uniformly clear, equant calcite crystals that range from 10 to
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15 (xm across. In many thin sections molartooth ribbons underlie or disturb sedimentary
wisps. Figures 65 through 81 display the different forms o f molartooth structure in the
Newland, Helena, W allace, and Chamberlain formations.
In the N ew land Formation, molartooth structure occurs only as small, rare
spheroids that are from 400 to 500 pm across that directly underlie sedimentary wisps.
In the Helena and W allace formations molartooth calcite filled blobs regularly
underlie sedimentary wisps. The most common shapes o f molartooth blobs occur within
stromatolite layers as long, continuous strings o f blobs that are similar in appearance to
boudinage o f metamorphic rocks. A second type o f blob is recognized as small, isolated
round blebs. These small bleb forms underlie short, discontinuous sedimentary wisps.
Most o f the molartooth ribbons in the Helena and Wallace formations are vertical
structures; but horizontal forms also occur. The molartooth ribbons o f the Helena and
Wallace formations vary greatly in length and width; however, m ost range from 0.5 mm
to over 1 cm wide. As the molartooth ribbons usually squiggle back and forth through
the thin section, their lengths are difficult to determine. Vertical molartooth ribbons are
generally longer than their horizontal cousins.
M olartooth blobs and vertical and horizontal ribbons occur abundantly in some
beds in the Chamberlain Formation at Jefferson Creek. Blobs, as large as 1 cm across,
form spherical to very irregular shapes and are accompanied by horizontal and vertical
ribbons. In many o f the thin sections, the molartooth calcite filled voids underlie
sedimentary wisps. The ribbons range from 0.25 mm to greater than 0.5 cm across and
their lengths vary greatly. In many thin sections, molartooth blobs and ribbons underlie
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F ig u re 65. M olartooth calcite filled void under sedimentary wisp.
Photomicrograph o f thin section NC 28.
Plane light. Scale bar 200 pm.

F ig u re 66. M olartooth structure under sedimentary wisp set in micrite matrix.
Photomicrograph o f thin section NC 28. Plane polarized light.
Scale bar 100 pm.
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F ig u re 67. M olartooth ribbon bed at Rogers Pass.
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Figure 68. Thick molartooth ribbons
cutting m icrite in center,
thin molartooth ribbons
and molartooth calcite blobs
above and below from
scanned thin section RP 347.
Scale bar in cm.

F ig u re 69. M olartooth ribbons from
scanned thin section
RP 455. Scale bar in cm.
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Figure 70. M olartooth blobs in mixed quartz silt and type B peloids.
Photomicrograph o f thin section RP 728. Plane light.
Scale bar 200 pm.
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Figure 71. M olartooth ribbons. Photomicrograph o f thin section RP 728.
Plane light. Scale bar 2 mm.

Figure 72. M olartooth ribbon. Photomicrograph o f thin section RP 728.
Plane light. Scale bar 1 mm.
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F ig u re 73. M olartooth
ribbon. Photo
micrograph o f
thin section
R P 728. Plane
light. Scale
bar 2 mm.

F ig u re 74. Uniform, clear, molartooth calcite crystals about 10 to 15 pm.
Photomicrograph o f thin section RP 728. Plane light.
Scale bar 100 pm.
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F ig u re 75. M olartooth ribbons in micrite
matrix from scanned thin
section JC 174. Scale bar
in cm.

F ig u re 76. M olartooth ribbons in
micrite matrix from scanned
thin section JC 182. Scale
bar in cm.

F ig u re 77. M olartooth ribbon pushing sedimentary wisps up and down.
Photomicrograph o f thin section JC 137. Plane light.
Scale bar 1mm.
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F ig u re 78. M olartooth ribbons and sedimentary wisps in type B peloids
cemented with microcrystalline calcite spar. Photomicrograph
o f thin section JC 174. Plane light. Scale bar 1mm.

F ig u re 79. M olartooth calcite blobs from scanned thin section JC 187.
Scale bar in cm.
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Figure 80. M iscellaneous molartooth calcite blobs in type B peloids with
micrite matrix. Dark spheres are glue defects from slide making
process. Photomicrograph o f thin section JC 174. Plane light.
Scale bar 1mm.

Figure 81. Uniform, clear, molartooth calcite crystals about 10 to 15 pm
across. Photomicrograph o f thin section JC 174. Plane
polarized light. Scale bar 50 pm.
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sedimentary wisps.

Interprétation
M olartooth forms are inferred to be gas generated bubbles and cracks that moved
through unlithified lime m ud (Fumiss, 1990 and Fumiss et al. 1998). The bubbles and
fissure-like voids filled with vaterite that inverted to rigid calcite (Gellatly, 1999) before
the sediment com pacted and became lithified.
Decomposition o f the carbonaceous sedimentary wisps is one likely source o f gas
generation. Sedimentary wisps could also be important in the formation o f molartooth
ribbons because they could act as impenetrable barriers under which gas accumulated as
it passed up through the unlithified mud.

Sedimentary W isps
Description
D ark carbonaceous sedimentary wisps are a common feature in the Newland,
Helena, W allace, and Chamberlain Formations (Figures 82 through 87). They form thin,
semi-horizontal, dark brown to black opaque layers 2 to 10 pm thick, that lie in sheets
from less than 50 pm up to several cm long. They appear to be composed o f organic,
carbonaceous materials. The grains and cements that lie directly above and below the
dark organic carpets display no alteration due to these features. Pockets o f molartooth
calcite cem ent commonly underlie sedimentary wisps. In thin sections without obvious
horizontal bedding, the sedimentary wisps still form horizontal planes.
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F ig u re 82. Sedimentary wisps. Photomicrograph o f thin section
N C 28. Plane light. Scale bar 1 mm.

F ig u re 83. Sedimentary wisps. Photomicrograph o f thin section
NC 28. Plane light. Scale bar 1 mm.
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F ig u re 84. Sedimentary wisps. Sediments between wisps are not
compacted. Photomicrograph o f thin section RP 216.
Plane light. Scale bar 1 nun.

M

F ig u re 85. Sedimentary wisps with close, even spacing. “M T” is a pocket o f
molartooth calcite within the sedimentary wisp layers.
Photomicrograph o f thin section RP 355. Plane light. Scale bar 1 mm.
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F igure 86. Sedimentary wisps lying in type B peloids in microcrystalline
calcite spar. Molartooth calcite filled void in top right comer. Dark
spheres are glue defects from slide making process. Photomicrograph
o f thin section JC 137. Plane light. Scale bar 1mm.

F ig u re 87. Sedimentary wisps with rounded quartz grains with type B grains
in microcrystalline calcite spar cement. Dark spheres are glue
defects from slide making process. Photomicrograph o f
thin section JC 137. Plane polarized light. Scale bar 1mm.
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W isps in the N ewland Limestone at Newlan Creek are long continuous
lineaments that parallel detrital grain layers. They also lie within horizontal laminae, and
in ripple foreset laminae. These structures have been described widely in the Newland
Limestone by Feeback (1997), Zieg (1981), Horodyski (1980), and Schieber (1986).
In the thin sections o f the Helena and Wallace formations at Rogers Pass,
sedimentary wisps have three different characteristic forms. Most are long continuous
filaments that parallel bedding. Some form complex patterns o f squiggly, undulating
lines in stromatolites. Others are small, isolated discs.
Sedimentary wisps are the most common sedimentary structure in the
Chamberlain carbonate from Jefferson Creek.

Interprétation
Johnson (1961) attributed most Precambrian organic activity to cyanobacteria. I
interpret the dark carbonaceous wisps o f the Newland, Helena, Wallace, and Chamberlain
formations are composed o f calcified biofilms or microbial mats based upon observations
that have been reported by Schieber (1986) and Riding (2000). Bacteria synthesize
polymeric substances that allow cells to adhere to each other producing biofilms. The
wisps are inferred to be the remains o f biofilms that either floated freely in the water
column and settled when they died or became weighted down by detrital sediments, or
grew on the sediment depositional surface (Riding, 2000). The long continuous filaments
such as those within stromatolites probably grew upon the depositional surface. Some
microbial colonies trap peloids and quartz silt and formed pockets o f sediment.
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These sedimentary wisps are also potentially important for molartooth calcite
formation. I hypothesize that the sedimentary wisps formed impermeable boundaries that
may have trapped gas and produced bubbles that became filled with microcrystalline
molartooth calcite. Decomposition o f these organic carpets may have generated the gas
that formed the bubbles. As these sedimentary wisps do not affect adjacent grains, they
are probably not diagenetic.
Horodyski (1980, 1989a) has discovered that filamentous microfossils are
common in the rocks o f the Belt Supergroup. He reports that the filamentous
microfossils are com pressed parallel to lamination, and are either filamentous bacteria or
oscillatoriacean cyanophytes. Horodyski (1989a) concluded that the species o f
oscillatoriacean cyanobacteria in the Belt are tubular and unbranched filaments that vary
between 2.5 to 10 pm in diameter.

Stromatolites
Description
Decimeter sized domed stromatolites are common at the cycle boundaries in the
Helena and W allace formations from Rogers Pass (Figure 88). In thin section,
stromatolites are composed o f dome shaped; vertically stacked and alternating layers o f
sedimentary wisps, type B carbonate peloids, mixed detrital quartz silt and type B
peloids, and m olartooth calcite (Figure 89). The molartooth calcite in several o f the
stromatolites forms either as long ellipsoidal shapes that separate the dome shaped
sedimentary wisps or as smaller pod-like structures (Figure 90). Each individual wisp in
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F ig u re 88. Stromatolite and intraclasts o f stromatolite debris from Rogers
Pass outcrop.

M TC

M TC
M TC

F ig u re 89. Internal structure o f a stromatolite. MTC —molartooth calcite. B —
type B peloids in spar cement. S+B = M ixed quartz silt grains and
type B peloids in spar cement. SW = Sedimentary Wisps.
Photomicrograph o f thin section RP 520. Plane light. Scale bar 1 mm.
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Figure 90. Stromatolite composed o f alternating layers o f sedimentary wisps,
molartooth calcite blobs, and mixed siliciclastic and type B peloids
in spar or microcrystalline calcite spar cement from a) scanned
thin section RP 360. b) scanned thin section RP 361. Scale bar in cm.

Figure 91. Stromatolite composed o f alternating layers o f sedimentary wisps,
and mixed siliciclastic and type B peloids in spar or microcrystalline
calcite spar cement from a) scanned thin section RP 443.
b) scanned thin section RP 705. Scale bar in cm.
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the stromatolite structure extends from one edge o f the thin section to the next (Figure
91), giving them a minimum length o f at least 6 cm. The thickness o f individual layers
within the stromatolites varies from 10 |im to greater than a few centimeters.

Interpretation
A stromatolite, by definition, is a structure “produced by trapping, and binding,
and/or precipitating mineral matter resulting from microbial activities o f
microorganisms,” (Seong-Joo, et al., 2000). A fossil stromatolite represents the
collective sedimentary record o f microbial mats over tim e (Hofmann, 1969).
The stromatolites o f the Helena and Wallace formations have been described by
Horodyski (1989b), Rezak (1957), Stickney (1991), and W inston and Lyons (1997) who
concentrated m ost o f their efforts on the Baicalia and Conophyton stromatolite cycles of
the Piegan Group. However, Horodyski (1989b) does address some o f the decimeter
sized stromatolites described in this thesis. He states that the mound-shaped stromatolites
o f the Helena Form ation in Glacier National Park range from a few decimeters to a few
metes in thickness and have calcitic and mixed calcitic-dolomitic compositions. He
infers that these stromatolite shapes formed from a combination o f in situ carbonate
precipitation and the incorporation o f detrital particulate.
I infer that these carbonate stromatolites grew as domed sedimentary wisps that
were layered one on top o f another. The domed structures o f individual lamina were
accentuated and stabilized by precipitation o f carbonate peloids and the addition o f
detrital siliciclastic quartz grains and carbonate type B peloids. Like the sedimentary
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wisps described above, the stromatolite wisps were also o f cyanobacterial origin. SeongJoo, et al. (2000) believe that stromatolite laminae record the temporal oscillations o f
microbial activities. The individual laminae o f a stromatolite mark the changing
positions o f the sediment-water interface, as microbial processes occur at the sedimentwater interface.
The sedimentary wisps are inferred to form impenetrable boundaries under which
gases generated by microbial processes collected and formed voids that were then filled
with molartooth calcite.

Diagenetic Features
The diagenetic features o f the Newland, Helena, Wallace, and Chamberlain
formations include horsetail stylolites, diagenetic bedding and nodules, neomorphism and
dolomitization. Table 4 displays the diagenetic features in each thin section from Newlan
Creek (NC), Rogers Pass (RP), and Jefferson Creek (JC).

Horsetail Stylolites
Description
Horsetail stylolites are a relatively uncommon, but potentially important feature
used to unlock the mysteries o f the Newlan Creek outcrop. Horsetail stylolites differ
from sedimentary wisps in that they do not form semi-horizontal plates o f black, opaque,
carbonaceous material parallel to sedimentary laminae. Instead, the horsetail stylolites at
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T able 4. Diagenetic features found in the Newland, Helena, Wallace and

Chamberlain formations. Gray squares onlyobserved for textures and
fabrics visible in graphically enlarged thin sections. The number
following the location abbreviation gives footage in the measured section.
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N ewlan Creek are irregular wavy dark concentrations o f opaque silt and clay (Figure 92)
that crosscut laminae and splay laterally in thin section before disappearing.
In thin section, the horsetail stylolites form a complicated system o f dark splays
up to 5 pm across and undeterminable lengths, that weave erratically through the
carbonate peloids and siliciclastic grains (Figure 93). Thicker concentrations o f opaque
clay (Figures 94 and 95) appear as accumulations where angular grains meet but do not
form complete grain boundaries. Horsetail stylolites have a more fragile, feathery
appearance than sedimentary wisps.

Interpretation
M echanical compaction structures, like horsetail stylolites, are commonly
overlooked, but they are an important volume reduction feature that form from chemical
dissolution o f carbonate driven by over burden pressure (Demicco and Hardie, 1994).
I believe these horsetail stylolites result from diffuse flow paths that passed
though the limy sediment or limestone and dissolved calcium carbonate and concentrated
the residue as splays. Bathurst (1991) refers to similar structures as dissolution-seams.
Dissolution-seams are “undulose seams o f insoluble (noncarbonated) residue (Bathurst,
1991, p. 451, see Fig. IB ). As greater amounts o f fluid moved through the limestone,
large amounts o f calcium carbonate were removed, leaving behind thicker clay and silt
residue sheets. These horsetail stylolite structures probably coalesced into the diagenetic
bedding and isolated nodules described below.
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Figure 92. Horsetail stylolite from scanned thin section NC 6b.
Scale bar in cm.

Figure 93. Horsetail stylolite. Photomicrograph o f thin section NC 6b.
Plane light. Scale bar 200 pm.
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F ig u re 94. Horsetail stylolite. Photomicrograph o f thin section NC 6b.
Plane polarized light. Scale bar 1 mm.

F ig u re 95. Horsetail stylolite. Photomicrograph o f thin section NC 6b.
Plane polarized light. Scale bar 200 pm.
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Diagenetic Bedding and Nodules
Description
The N ew land Limestone outcrop at Newlan Creek appears to be an interbedded
limestone and shale unit (Figure 96). However, many o f the limestone interbeds
mysteriously and abruptly pinch laterally into shale. Further along the outcrop, many o f
the limestone layers that pinched to shale reappear as limestone beds. In a reverse
fashion, sharply bounded lime nodules up to 40 cm thick emerge in the middle o f some
shale beds (Figure 97).
Limestone nodules have rounded edges and fissility in the adjacent shale parallels
the rounded nodule surface (Figure 98). In many o f these zones o f limestone and shale
contact, horsetail stylolites appear to pass out o f the limestone nodules and coalesce into
a shale bed.

Interpretation
Demicco and Hardie (1994) remark that “nodular bedding” forms when patchy
early cem entation is followed by differential compaction o f uncemented sediment.
Ricken and Eder (1991) state that interbedded sequences where carbonate-rich
beds alternate with carbonate-poor beds overprint and exaggerate the differences in
carbonate content. This also causes vertical shifts in bedding boundaries because o f
carbonate redistribution and differential compaction, thereby changing the thicknesses of
the carbonate-rich and carbonate-poor beds. Due to differential compaction associated
with cem entation and dissolution, interbedded carbonate rocks form when dissolution and
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Figure 96. Diagenetic bedding and nodules at Newlan Creek outcrop.
Yellow field book for scale.

'£
Figure 97. Diagenetic bedding and nodules at Newlan Creek outcrop.
Blue backpack in grass for scale.
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F ig u re 98. Close up o f limestone-shale boundary at nodule edge.
Quarter for scale.
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cementation processes occur in alternating beds (Ricken and Eder, 1991). Bathurst
(1991) also attributes false bedding in limestones to “pressure-dissolution,” or the
dissolution o f soluble carbonate material accompanied by cementation in an adjacent
layer.
After closer inspection o f the Newland Limestone, the shale “interbeds” were not
originally interbedded w ith the limestone, but are actually the remains o f fluid
dissolution. As described above, the horsetail stylolites are thin stringers o f silt and clay
residue, and the areas o f coalesced stylolites represent the complete removal or
dissolution o f carbonate producing the shale interbeds.
The tim ing o f the carbonate dissolution is difficult to determine and could have
occurred in both lithified and unlithified stages o f this outcrop’s development. In
unlithified sediment, calcite could be dissolved, leaving behind the shale residue, while
the carbonate rich pore waters provided the cement for the rest o f the limestone. As a
lithified carbonate, a fluid could have passed though the limestone package, dissolving
the calcite while the silt and clay concentrated into the shale layers. Although, the exact
timing o f horsetail stylolite formation for this outcrop is unclear, it involved dissolution
processes on a large scale.

Neomorphism
Description
Folk (1965) recognized the difficulty involved in determining the difference
between recrystallization and inversion in carbonate rocks, so he coined the term
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“neom orphism ” to include all the processes that resulting in new calcite crystals.
N eom orphism in the Newland, Helena, Wallace, and Chamberlain formations is
recognized as random clots o f carbonate peloids and cements that have been
recrystallized to form macrospar (Figure 99), or pseudospar o f Folk (1965). The
macrospar crystals are clear, twinned calcite spar crystals that are 100 pm across or larger
(Figures 100 and 101).
Neom orphism is rare in the rocks from Newlan Creek. In fact neomorphism
appears to have affected only the 30 to 50 pm, rounded detrital type C carbonate peloids
(Figure 102) which are overprinted by calcite twinned crystals up to 100 pm across that
do not erase the original outlines o f the peloids (Figure 103). Only the type C grains that
are bedded in thin layers with grain to grain contact are neomorphosed, all other grains
seem to be unaffected.
Aside from ooliths (described below), neomorphism does not appear to
preferentially affect any single carbonate grain, peloid, or cement type in the Helena or
Wallace formations.

Interprétation
Neom orphism in the Newland, Helena, Wallace, and Chamberlain formations is
an aggrading process, as single calcite spar grains nucleate and consume the much
smaller original detrital grains and their cements (Folk, 1965). The result is single, large,
twinned calcite crystals.
The factors controlling neomorphism in a particular outcrop are very difficult to
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F ig u re 99. Twinned neomorphic macrospar. Photomicrograph o f thin
section RP 471. Plane polarized light. Scale bar 100 pm.
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F ig u re 100. Neomorphic macrospar engulfing and replacing intraclasts.
Photomicrograph o f thin section RP 540. Plane light.
Scale bar 200 pm.
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Figure 101. Neomorphic twinned macrospar engulfing and replacing type B
peloids in microcrystalline calcite spar cement. Photomicrograph
o f thin section JC 182. Plane polarized light. Scale bar 100 pm.
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Figure 102. Large neomorphic crystals 50 to 100 pm across engulfing and
replacing type C peloids. Photomicrograph o f thin section
NC 168b. Plane light. Scale bar 100 pm.

Figure 103. Large neomorphic crystals 50 to 150 pm across engulfing and
replacing type C peloids. Photomicrograph o f thin section
NC 168b. Plane light. Scale bar 200 pm.
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determine, as the process can occur in wet and dry environments and at any stage o f the
rock’s geologic history (Tucker and Wright, 1990).

Dolomitization
Description
Dolomite is recognized in the Chamberlain, Helena, and Wallace formations as
euhedral crystal rhombs between 15 and 30 pm across (Figures 104 through 106). The
grain boundaries o f the preexisting detrital carbonate grains often underlie the dolomite
overprints, as dolom itized type B grains form the centers o f many dolomite crystals. In
areas that had been subjected to severe dolomitization, the original grains, cements, and
sedimentary structures were difficult to recognize and identify.
In the Helena and W allace formations at Rogers Pass, dolomitization appears in
the limestone in a cyclic nature, mostly altering the type B peloids and cements in the
Helena Formation.
Dolom itization is a common diagenetic feature in the Chamberlain Formation at
Jefferson Creek. Compared to the Helena, Wallace, and Newland formations, the
Chamberlain Form ation has been subjected to the greatest degree o f dolomitization, as in
several o f the thin sections; the original carbonate grain types and matrices have been
eradicated by clusters o f idiomorphic dolomite crystal overprinting. Distinction between
these two similarly sized carbonates was facilitated with Alizarin Red S and potassium
ferricyanide stains.
Interpretation
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F ig u re 104. Dolomite rhombs (arrowed) in a spar matrix. Photomicrograph
o f thin section RP 436. Plane polarized light. Scale bar 100 pm.
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Figure 105. Dolomitization. Dolomite rhombs stained blue. Photomicrograph
o f thin section JC 137. Plane light. Scale bar 50 pm.

Figure 106. Dolomitization. Dolomite rhombs stained blue. Photomicrograph
o f thin section JC 137. Plane light. Scale bar 50 pm.
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The processes o f dolomitization, or the conversion o f calcite to dolomite, have
been contested over the years (see Tucker and Wright, 1990). The formation o f dolomite
relies upon several factors; the most important are the precursor mineralogy, the original
grain or crystal size, and a source for magnesium (Tucker and Wright, 1990). It is also
important to note that high-M g calcite is preferentially dolomitized while low-Mg calcite
resists dolomitization (Tucker and Wright, 1990).
I infer dolom itization in the Helena, Wallace, and Chamberlain formations to
have been caused by a combination o f factors. I propose that the original carbonate
peloids were high in Mg, and that their small size facilitated dolomite nucléation. The
dolomitization probably occurred because o f a combination o f burial processes. The
burial o f the lime mud and carbonate grains would help to mobilize pore fluids and cause
an increase o f temperature, which aids the dolomitization process. The Mg needed for
dolomitization could be supplied by the existing pore fluids.

Pyrite/Lim onite/Hem atite
Description
Pyrite, limonite, and hematite are recognized in the Newland, Helena, Wallace,
and Chamberlain formations as dark opaque shapes that range from cubes to amorphous
masses that are less than 10 or 15 pm across, and are randomly scattered amongst loosely
packed siliciclastic and carbonate peloids (Figures 107, 108, and 109). In these thin
sections, the opaque crystals both overprint the original crystals and cements, or lie
between individual grains. In thin section, the pyrite, limonite, and hematite crystals are
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Figure 107. Cubic pyrite crystals with amorphous blobs o f limonite and
hem atite overprinting quartz and type B peloids in spar cement.
Photomicrograph o f thin section NC 150. Plane polarized light.
Scale bar 100 pm.

Figure 108. Cubic pyrite crystals with amorphous blobs o f limonite and
hem atite overprinting quartz and type B peloids in spar cement.
Photomicrograph o f thin section RP 90. Plane light.
Scale bar 1 mm.
jj^

Figure 109. Dark opaque limonite grain in center surrounded by type B
peloids in microcrystalline calcite spar cement. Photomicrograph
o f thin section JC 125. Plane light. Scale bar 50 pm .
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opaque, however, under reflected light these minerals are distinguishable because pyrite
has a golden/brassy yellow hue, limonite is reddish brown to yellowish brown, and
hematite is deep red to rusty red.

Interpretation
These three iron bearing minerals are recognized as a diagenetic feature in the
Newland, Helena, W allace, and Chamberlain formations. Pyrite crystals readily form in
loosely packed sediments, as iron rich waters pass through them. Replacement pyrite
usually has euhedral or cubic shapes. Limonite and hematite commonly form by
oxidation o f pyrite (Scholle and Ulmer-Scholle, 2003). The iron rich waters probably
originated in stagnant, reducing environments that have poor circulation and little oxygen
due to the decay o f organic matter (Williams, et al., 1954).

Oolith Diagenesis
Description
Ooliths are the only grain type in the Helena and W allace formations at Rogers
Pass that appear to be preferentially affected by diagenesis, however, the diagenesis does
not affect m ost o f the original fabrics o f the ooliths. Processes o f diagenesis in the
ooliths from Rogers Pass include neomorphism, dolomitization, and silica replacement.
Neom orphism is the most common type o f diagenesis in these ooliths.
Neomorphism is recognized as an aggrading recrystallization process, as twinned
macrospar overgrows the ooliths and matrix cements (Figures 110 and 111).
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Figure 110. Neomorphism in oolith has converted concentric rings
to macrospar. Photomicrograph o f thin section RP 422.
Plane light. Scale bar 1 mm.

t

f

Figure 111. Ooliths have been completely replaced by neomorphic macrospar.
Photomicrograph o f thin section RP 471. Plane light.
Scale bar 1 mm.
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D olom itization is also common in the ooliths from this outcrop; however, its
effects are minimal. Dolomitization is recognized to form random, clean, euhedral
rhombs o f dolom ite within the nuclei and concentric rings o f the ooliths (Figures 112 and
113) that does not obliterate the original structures and fabrics o f the grains.
Silica replacem ent in the Rogers Pass ooliths is the least common type o f
diagenesis. M icrocrystalline silica replaces nuclei and outer coatings o f calcite within the
ooliths (Figures 114 and 115).

Interpretation
The large size o f these grains, coupled with the variety o f forms and carbonate
mineralogies is probably the reason that these grains are subjected to so many different
types o f diagenesis. The large pore spaces between these grains would also allow for
easy fluid flow through these beds, which would facilitate diagenesis o f the ooliths and
matrix cements. Inferred causes o f neomorphism and dolomitization in the Helena and
Wallace formations at Rogers Pass are described above. Silica replacement is believed to
originate in a sim ilar manner as dolomitization, as it is related to burial processes
(Scholle and Ulmer-Scholle, 2003; Tada, 1991; Zieg, 1981). Sources for silica include
release from clay minerals during smectite to illite and/or chlorite transformations (Tada,
1991), volcanic ash (Scholle and Ulmer-Scholle, 2003), and from silicic biogenic
materials (Zieg, 1981). After formation and deposition o f the carbonate ooliths, burial
processes are believed to help force silica laden fluids through the pore spaces. Silica is
inferred to replace calcite that has been dissolved from the ooliths by the moving fluids.
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Figure 112. Dolomite rhombs replacing radial bands o f superficial oolith.
Photomicrograph o f thin section RP 471. Plane polarized
light. Scale bar 100 pm.

• ■
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Figure 113. Dolomite rhombs replacing radial bands o f broken oolith.
Photomicrograph o f thin section RP 471. Plane polarized
light. Scale bar 100 pm.
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F ig u re 114, Silicifled oolith. Photomicrograph o f thin section RP 471.
Plane light. Scale bar 1 mm.

%

F ig u re 115. Silicifled oolith. Same as flgure 116. Photomicrograph o f thin
section RP 471. Plane polarized light. Scale bar 1 mm.
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As silica-laden w aters m ix with carbonate-rich basin waters, the water concentration is
supersaturated w ith respect to silica but undersaturated w ith respect to carbonate, leading
to the replacem ent o f carbonate sediments by silica.
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PETR O G R A PH Y DISCUSSIO N
Newland Form ation
The N ew land Limestone at Newlan Creek was deposited under relatively quiet
water conditions in the Helena Embayment. The Helena Embayment, being the
easternmost arm o f the Belt basin, was most likely protected. The restricted environment
allowed three different types o f peloids to be generated, probably by nanobacteria and
cyanobacteria. W avy to horizontal laminae, ripple cross laminae and hummocky cross
stratification were constructed from both carbonate peloids and siliciclastic grains,
evidence that both populations were detrital.
Since hum m ocky and ripple cross laminae are uncommon in the Newland
Formation, it was probably deposited below the fair weather and the storm wave base
most o f the time. Only occasional storms reached the depositional interface, forming
hummocky cross stratification.

Helena and W allace Formations
The Helena and W allace formations at Rogers Pass were deposited in the greater
Belt basin. The m ixed peloids and siliciclastic grains in horizontal to wavy laminae,
uncracked undulating couplets, and ripple cross laminae indicate that both siliciclastic
grains and carbonate peloids were transported and deposited as detrital grains by waves
and currents.
The type B peloids, sedimentary wisps, and stromatolites indicate active
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biological processes, probably by filamentous cyanobacteria and unicellular bacteria.
The Helena-W allace boundary was a disconformity marked by retreat and drying
o f the Belt “Sea” (W inston, 2003). The ooliths at the base o f the Wallace Formation at
Rogers Pass w ere deposited on the transgressive beaches or shoals at the base o f the
Wallace. The broken ooliths and cerebroid ooliths at Rogers Pass are attributed to high
salinity. They are sim ilar to m odem ooids o f the Great Salt Lake. Halite casts in the
Helena Formation (Eby, 1977) also indicate hypersalinity in that formation.

Chamberlain Form ation
The Chamberlain Formation is here inferred to have been deposited during a time
when the basin was arid and Mg concentrations were high before the basin expanded and
became less saline during deposition o f the Newland Limestone. The absence o f ripple
cross laminae, hummocky cross stratification, and intraclasts indicate quiet water
conditions. However, similarly sorted type B peloids and siliciclastic quartz and mica
grains indicate some hydraulic sorting.

Classification System for Belt Carbonate Rocks
Since these four formations have very similar grain types, cements, sedimentary
structures, and diagenetic features, the Newland, Helena, Wallace, and Chamberlain
formations appear to be characteristic o f Belt carbonate rocks in general. Classifications
o f Folk (1959, 1962) and Dunham (1962) do not adequately describe the Belt carbonates.
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In Folks’ classification scheme (Figure 1) only Belt carbonate rocks with intraclasts and
ooliths in either spar or micrite cements can be categorized. In D unham ’s classification
scheme (Figure 2) all o f the Belt carbonate rocks analyzed in this thesis would be limited
to grainstone or wackestone. Due to this inadequacy, I propose that the following
classification system be used for Belt carbonate rocks. Figure 116 illustrates the Belt
carbonate classification system proposed here. This system fully describes Belt
carbonate rocks, instead o f pigeon-holing them into a few categories.
In this classification system, the grain types are identified first; they can be listed
individually, or as a mixture. Next, the cement or matrix type is stated. The third
qualifier includes sedimentary structures. The diagenetic features can also be added to
the description if appropriate.
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Belt Carbonate Classification System
First Cut

Grain Types
Siliciclastic Grains
Quartz

Mica

Carbonate Peloids
Type A

Second Cut

***

Carbonate Grains
Intraclasts

TypeB

TypeC

Ripple Cross
Laminae

Hummocky
Cross
Stratification

Molartooth
Structure

Neomorphism

Dolomitization

Ooliths

***

Matrix Types
spar

to

Microcrystalline
Calcite Spar

Micrite

On

Qualifier

Sedimentary Structures
Horizontal to
Wavy Laminae

Descriptor

Couplets

Sedimentary
Wisps

Diagenetic Features
Horsetail
Stylolites

Diagenetic
Bedding and
Nodules

MIXED

Pyrite/Limonite/
Hematite

Figure 116, This classification system is proposed to accurately describe Belt carbonate rocks.

Stromatolites

X -R A Y D IFFR A C TIO N RESULTS
Table 5 lists the samples that were selected for X-ray diffraction analyses and the
methods by which they were analyzed. Table 6 lists the minerals that were identified in
each sample. A ll X-ray diffraction plots are in Appendix A.

Newland Form ation
Analyses o f bulk random samples from the Newland Formation at Newlan Creek
show that calcite and quartz dominate the samples, and dolomite was a minor constituent.
Clay minerals identified include chlorite, illite, mica, and kaolin.

Helena and W allace Formations
Analyses o f bulk random samples collected from Rogers Pass display two mineral
compositions: calcite and quartz or dolomite and quartz. Clay mineral identification
revealed chlorite, illite, mica, and kaolin.

Chamberlain Form ation
Analyses o f bulk random samples o f the Chamberlain carbonate from Jefferson
Creek display both calcite and quartz, or dolomite and quartz dominated compositions.
Clay mineral analyses indicate that chlorite, illite, mica, and kaolin are present in this
formation.
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Table 5. X-ray diffraction methods used to analyze each sample.
Sample Name
JC 041

00

Formation

Bulk Random

Air Dried

Jefferson Creek, MT

Chamberlain

X

JC 1 2 0

Jefferson Creek, MT

Chamberlain

X

JC 136

Jefferson Creek, MT

Chamberlain

X

X

JC 139

Jefferson Creek, MT

Chamberlain

X

X

X

X

JC 182

Jefferson Creek, MT

Chamberlain

JC 1 8 7

Jefferson Creek, MT

Chamberlain

X

JC 200

Jefferson Creek, MT

Chamberlain

X

|

Glycol Solvated

Baked

X

X

X

X

X

NC3

Newlan Creek, MT

Newland

X

X

X

N C 33B

Newlan Creek, MT

Newland

X

X

X

N C 47

Newlan Creek, MT

Newland

X

X

X

NC 129

Newlan Creek, MT

Newland

X

X

Newlan Creek, MT
Newlan Creek, MT

Newland

X
X

X

N C 150

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

NC 165A
R P 124

K)

Location

Rogers Pass, MT

Newland
Helena/Wallace

R P271

Rogers Pass, MT

Helena/Wallace

R P 316

Helena/Wallace

R P 434

Rogers Pass, MT
Rogers Pass, MT

X
X

Helena/Wallace

X

R P 586

Rogers Pass, MT

Helena/Wallace
Helena/Wallace

R P 678
R P 738

Rogers Pass, MT
Rogers Pass, MT

Helena/Wallace

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

Table 6. Minerals found in each sample analyzed by X-ray diffraction.
Sam ple Nam e

N)

VO

Location

Form ation

JC 041

Jefferson Creek, MT

Chamberlain

JC 120

Jefferson Creek, MT

Chamberlain

C alcite

Chlorite | D olom ite | E lite & M icaj

K aolin

X

X
X

Q uartz

X

X

JC136

Jefferson Creek, MT

Chamberlain

X

X

X

X

X

X

JC139

Jefferson Creek, MT

Chamberlain

X

X

X

X

X

X

JC182

Jefferson Creek, MT

Chamberlain

X

X

X

X

X

X

JC 187

Jefferson Creek, MT

Chamberlain

X

JC200

Jefferson Creek, MT

Chamberlain

X

X

NC3

Newlan Creek, MT

Newland

X

X

NC33B

Newlan Creek, MT

Newland

X

X

NC47

Newlan Creek, MT

Newland

X

X

NC129

Newlan Creek, MT

Newland

X

X

NC150

Newlan Creek, MT

Newland

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

NC165A

Newlan Creek, MT

Newland

X

RP124

Rogers Pass, MT

Helena/Wallace

X

X

X

X

X

X

RP271

Rogers Pass, MT

Helena/Wallace

X

X

X

X

X

X

RP316

Rogers Pass, MT

Helena/Wallace

X

X

X

X

RP434

Rogers Pass, MT

Helena/Wallace

RP586

Rogers Pass, MT

Helena/Wallace

RP678

Rogers Pass, MT

RP738

Rogers Pass, MT

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Helena/Wallace

X

X

X

X

X

X

Helena/Wallace

X

X

X

X

X

X

X -RAY D IFFR A C TIO N DISCUSSION
The w hole rock bulk random plots from each sample analyzed display carbonate
signatures that are very rich in calcite. Dolomite signatures seem to appear in stages
through the stratigraphie sequences. The low concentrations o f dolomite in many o f the
samples that were studied suggest that dolomitization has not affected many o f the
original features and fabrics o f these carbonate rocks.
The results o f the clay analyses on these carbonate samples closely reflect the
findings o f M axwell and Hower (1967), Ryan (1991) and Feeback (1997), who analyzed
the clay mineral content o f argillites and shale beds from several different locations in the
Belt basin. The sim ilar minéralogie results demonstrate the homogeneity that can exist in
the rocks o f the Belt stratigraphie sequence.

Quartz
Quartz is the m ost common mineral from these three suites o f carbonate rocks.
Quartz is present in every whole rock bulk random and oriented clay sample analyzed by
X-ray diffraction. The fact that quartz is present in every sample is not surprising, as
most o f the Belt Supergroup is composed o f quartz rich terrigenous sediments. The
presence o f terrigenous sediments in these carbonate rocks indicates that sediment
transport was occurring in the Belt basin during carbonate formation.

Calcite
Calcite is the most common carbonate mineral in the samples from Newlan
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Creek, Rogers Pass, and Jefferson Creek. The relative abundance o f calcite can be
explained in three ways. 1) Calcite is the original form o f CaCOg 2) Calcite is a
common cement. 3) Calcite forms by replacement o f other less stable magnesium-rich,
non-dolomitic carbonate minerals.

Dolomite
Dolomite is less common in the samples from Rogers Pass and Jefferson Creek.
Due to the cyclic pattern o f dolomite in the Helena, Wallace, and Chamberlain
formations, coupled w ith the pétrographie evidence described above, it can be concluded
that the dolomite in these carbonate rocks is due to dolomitization.

Chlorite
O f the sixteen samples specifically analyzed for clay minerals, thirteen have
detectable am ounts o f chlorite. Although the 001 14 A peak o f chlorite can often be
confused with a machine generated peak, there is no disputing the intensities o f the 002 7

A, 003 4.7 A, and 004 3.5 A peaks. Only the relative abundance o f chlorite was analyzed
in this project, the possible chlorite polytypes were not determined.

Kaolin
It is difficult to differentiate the kaolin polytypes (kaolinite, dickite, nacrite,
halloysite) w ith standard X-ray diffraction methods and oriented samples. The 7 A peaks
in this analysis are from a kaolin group clay, probably kaolinite.
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Both chlorite and kaolinite share similar peaks (001 at 7 A and 002 at 3.5 A for
kaolinite and 002 at 7 A and 004 at 3.5 A for chlorite) and behave alike during the glycol
solvation process. However, kaolinite decomposes when heat treated at 550° C for one
hour and chlorite rem ains unaffected by this process. Heat treatment confirmed that all
sixteen samples contain kaolinite.

Illite and M ica
M easurable amounts o f illite and mica occur in fourteen o f the sixteen samples
that were analyzed for their clay mineral content. The 001 peak o f 10 A and the 003 peak
o f 3.34 A were com monly the strongest peaks. The 5 A 002 peak is weakened or absent
from many o f the X-ray diffraction patterns. The missing OOeven peaks can be explained
by inferring that the illite and mica have a phengitic composition. An increase o f the iron
content in the crystal lattice causes the OOeven peaks to become weakened or
undetectable by X -ray diffraction methods.
Illite and m ica polytypes were not determined in this study, however. Maxwell
and H ower (1967) and Ryan (1991) report finding both IM and 2Mi polytypes in the
argillites o f the Chamberlain and Newland formations.
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SUM M ARY
The N ewland, Helena, Wallace, and Chamberlain formations o f the Belt
Supergroup contain similar pétrographie elements, such as, grain types, cements,
sedimentary structures, and diagenetic features. The common grain types include quartz
silt, carbonate peloids, intraclasts, and ooliths. The matrix types ranged from spar to
micrite. Horizontal to wavy laminae, uncracked undulating couplets, ripple cross
Iguninae, molartooth structure, sedimentary wisps, and stromatolites were the common
sedimentary structures in these four carbonate formations. Diagenetic features, such as,
neomorphism, dolomitization, and the formation o f pyrite, limonite, or hematite are also
common in these Belt carbonate formations. These elements are included in a
classification system proposed for Belt carbonates.
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Appendix B
Measured Sections
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Helena and W allace formations at Rogers Pass
All m easurem ents in feet.

BHâlë
Wavy to undulating dolomite couplets; tan
weathering
Shale

Even & undulating dolomite couplets; tan
weathering

Shale

Undulating and lenticular dolomite couplets; tan
weathering

Flat topped stromatolites domed over dolomite

Even & undulating dolomite couplets; tan
_____________weathering____________
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Helena and W allace formations at Rogers Pass
All m easurem ents in feet.

Shale
50

Undulating dolomite couplets

45

Dolomite beds <1 ft thick alternating with thinner
shaley beds —Could be thin cycles
40

35
Shale
Undulating and lenticular dolomite couplets; tan
weathering

HI

30

Shale
Dolomite; tan weathering

x .r j.

/' / ' - 7 ' /‘t‘/' /' /' /‘/

Shale
Wavy to undulating dolomite couplets; tan
weathering

25

Shale
Wavy to undulating dolomite couplets; tan
weathering
20
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Helena and W allace formations at Rogers Pass
All meeisurements in feet.

Shale

Undulating dolomite couplets; tan weathering
80

Shale
/ /

/ f~r /-

Dolomite

75

Shale

70
Undulating dolomite couplets

65

Shale

60
Even face of undulating dolomite couplets; tan
weathering

55
Shale
Dolomite

/ ////
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Helena and W allace formations at Rogers Pass
All m easurem ents in feet.

115

Undulating dolomite couplets
Vertical molartooth ribbons in dolomite
Undulating dolomite couplets

110

Shale
Dolomite

}//?////

Shale
Undulating dolomite couplets; tan weathering
105

Mostly shale with some dolomite beds

100

ft
lb
lb
If

—

i

t

- V-

fh

ft'

Î_
%

Undulating dolomite couplets with lenses of
vertical molartooth ribbons; dolomite is tan
weathering

Shale
95

Undulating to even dolomite couplets; tan
weathering
90
Shale
Dolomite

Z3:

Shale

85

Dolomite

/ 7rr
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H elena and W allace formations at Rogers Pass
All m easurem ents in feet.

Shale
145

Undulating dolomite couplets; tan weathering

140
Covered

135

Dolomite
Shale
Dolomite
Shale

130

125

Vertical molartooth ribbons in dolomite

Undulating dolomite couplets; tan weathering,
poorly exposed

Vertical molartooth ribbons in dolomite
Vertical molartooth ribbons in dolomite

120

ShWe
Dolomite
Shale
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H elena and W allace formations at Rogers Pass
All m easurem ents in feet.

180

Dolomite
Calcitic intraclasts
Vertical molartooth ribbons in dolomite
Dolomite
Shale
Dolomite
Shale

175

Thin, even, and undulating dolomite couplets; tan
weathering ** @ 173 feet: eroded pockets of
intraclasts
Shale
170

Undulating dolomite couplets

Shale
165

Dolomite; tan weathering

160
Gray calcitic mud with vertical molartooth ribbons

Undulating dolomite couplets; tan weathering
155

Stromatolites

m

Shale
Lime intraclasts

150

Undulating dolomite couplets: tan weathering

170

Helena and Wallace formations at Rogers Pass
All measurements in feet.

210

Vertical molartooth ribbons and blobs in dolomite
Dolomite
Vertical molartooth ribbons in dolomite
Dolomite
Shale
Dolomite

205

Shale; covered

200

Shale; mostly covered

195

Undulating dolomite couplets
Shale

190

Stromatolites with vertical molartooth ribbons in
dolomite

Shale
Dolomite

185

Undulating dolomite couplets with stromatolites;
dolomite is tan weathering
Undulating dolomite couplets with vertical
■jnolartQQth ribbons: d o lo m ite is tan weathering
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Helena and W allace formations at Rogers Pass
A ll m easurem ents in feet.

Undulating dolomite couplets; tan weathering
240

235

Shale
230

Even to undulating dolomite couplets; tan
weathering

225

220

Shale
Undulating dolomite couplets; tan weathering
Vertical molartooth ribbons in dolomite
Dolomite

215

_

_

Calcitic intraclasts

-
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Helena and W allace formations at Rogers Pass
A ll m easurem ents in feet.

275

270

265

Covered
260

255

Dolomite

250

Shale

T“

245

173

Helena and W allace formations at Rogers Pass
All m easurem ents in feet.

Undulating dolomite couplets; tan weathering
305

Horizontal pods in dolomite
300

V- iyT Y'/r i:'/TŸ:?T >'/r Ÿ\
-^r ><.v
;:?TV'
? > r V"?'/F v/T

Vertical molartooth ribbons in micrite

Undulating dolomite couplets
295
Mio'olaminated shale

290

285

280
Undulating dolomite couplets; tan weathering,
thinly bedded with a little shale-poorly exposed
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Helena and W allace formations at Rogers Pass
All m easurem ents in feet.

Vertical molartooth ribbons and blobs in dolomite
340

Undulating dolomite couplets; tan weathering
Shale
Undulating dolomite couplets

335

Shale
Undulating dolomite couplets

Shale

330

325

320

Undulating dolomite couplets; tan weathering:
316 = Vertical molartooth ribbons, 318 = Calcitic
bed, 325 = Shale

315

Vertical molartooth ribbons in dolomite
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Helena and W allace formations at Rogers Pass
A ll m easurem ents in feet.

370
Massive dolomite bed, tan weathering
Domal stromatolites
365

I

360

m m

Horizontal molartooth ribbons and blobs:
microlams built into stromatolite domes with
horizontal molartooth ribbons, blobs, & debris
_________________ lenses________________
Boundary between July 2002 (Measured
section 0 f t through 361 ft) and October 1993
( Measured section 361 ft through 752 ft)

m m u^
355

m m
m um

Lower Baicalia bed and Domal Stromatolites

Undulating dolomite couplets with vertical
molartooth ribbons; dolomite is tan weathering
350
Calcitic dolomite with vertical molartooth ribbons
Ooliths and rounded clasts
/ L/ r Lr rX r I

#

Dolomite with molartooth ribbons with CaC03
coats
•

Ooliths and rounded clasts

345

Stromatolites and stromatolite intraclasts
Transition between Helena Oower) and
Waiiace (upper) formations_____
Undulating dolomite couplets; tan weathering
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Helena and Wallace formations at Rogers Pass
All measurements in feet.
405

Intraclasts capped by domal stromatolites
Uncracked and even couplets with vertical
_________ molartooth ribbons_________
Shale
Wavy to even couplets

400

Shale
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Micrite with millions of vertical molartooth
ribbons and blobs
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Dolomite; tan weathering

/ /

Micrite and tan dolomite with millions of vertical
molartooth ribbons & blobs; muddy interval once
HCS silt
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Faint uncracked, even couplets
385

Quartz sand
Dolomite
Shale

X.

Uncracked and even couplets
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Molartooth intraclasts
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Vertical molartooth ribbons
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Round Intraclasts

Calcitic microlams built up into domal
stromatolites with lots of horizontal molartooth
ribbons & blobs between lams
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Helena and W allace formations at Rogers Pass
A ll m easurem ents in feet.

Shale
Intraclasts
435
Even & uncracked couplets; tan weathering

Shale
Molartooth ribbons in micrite

430

Shale and HCS with intraclast lenses
Shale
Stromatolite domes made up of molartooth
ribbons and blobs

425

Shale
Uncracked even muddy couplets

420

Thin uncracked and even couplets

415
Domal stromatolites surrounded by intraclasts
Uncracked even & lenticular couplets; tan
weathering
-Tf7\

410

Micrite layers built into domal stromatolites
Intraclasts
Uncracked, even to wavy couplets
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Helena and W allace formations at Rogers Pass
All m easurem ents in feet.

Domed stromatolites of micrite laminae, flat
lower domes abundant, with molartooth ribbons &
blobs
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Molartooth ribbons in micrite
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Micrite layer with flat topped stromatolites
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Molartooth ribbons in mud
Uncracked even couplets
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Intraclasts
Molartooth ribbons in faint uncracked even
______________ couplets_____________
Dark Shale
Pinch and Swell Couplets
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r\Y>WV ir^\^7v
Flat and low domed stromatolites of micrite layers
grade up to even couplets
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Molartooth ribbons in mud

440
Uncracked even to slightly lenticular couplets; tan
weathering
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Helena and W allace formations at Rogers Pass
All measurem ents in feet.

Domed micrite layer stromatolites and some
branched Baicalia stromatolites
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500

495

A A'^'A'
f/:
'.A'i'/\'
■f'/f ^%/TA'
f'/T A
f'/r >v^fy:- f'A'
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)'/TA^Ty- >

Vertical and horizontal molartooth ribbons in mud
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^TA' )
^T'A' )''/:

^A'
A'y'
Ooliths
Micrite layer, flat topped stromatolites on
intraclasts
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%'T A\" t / ; i;/y- :;;T T /r >%'?: a^> -^/r i'/f
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Molartooth ribbons in mud

'/F -;F TvT y F y/T ? /" ÿ /f ^/F t /
VF VF T; r :y/T ;;/F ? ;r v f v f v f v f v f v

Thin uncracked and even couplets
Ooliths with small flat topped stromatolites
Ooliths

480

Molartooth ribbons in mud, few ^ n t uncracked
even couplets

44 4 4 4 4 %
4 *4 %4 %%
Even micrite layers; like even couplets

475

Ooliths and rounded clasts

VI V F VF VF VF VF VF VF VF ?
VF VF VF VF VF VF VF VF VF VF VF
VFVFVF VF VF VF VF VF VF VF VF ?

Molartooth ribbons in mud
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H elena and W allace formations at Rogers Pass
All m easurem ents in feet.

V?

AA- ÏVAi'/f T'A"Aif i:;T?yAA/T;;/Aî

Molartooth ribbons in mud
Intraclasts
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yTA/: A/r A'TA;AAA/ A'TAA^A,TA-AvAAA

A ? AA- A'A -'/A AA’ AA'

Molartooth ribbons in mud

AA- A'T AA^ AA

Thin even calcite couplets

7 tio

Flat topped micrite stromatolites, capped and
surrounded by ooliths
525
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Molartooth ribbons in mud
Sheile
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Molartooth ribbons in mud
Shale
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Micrite layered stromatolite heads surrounded by
intraclasts
ATAAy'/AAAA) AAAÂAA A/AAAAAf
vA A.A" AA
AA -AA" A'Ay A" AA AA A
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Molartooth ribbons in mud
Shale
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Intraclasts
Calcitic pods and molartooth ribbons
Thin layer, micrite even couplets
Ooliths and intraclasts____
Stromatolites
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Molartooth ribbons in mud

'AA'AAA/A 'vA AA
A'A A'A AA" A',' 'AA
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Thin micrite layers
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Helena and W allace formations at Rogers Pass
All m easurem ents in feet.

565

Uncracked even couplets; clayey and recessive
560
Uncracked even couplets; clayey and recessive
Intraclasts

555
Uncracked even couplets disrupted by vertical
molartooth ribbons

Molartooth ribbons

550

Shale
Large platy-round micrite intraclasts

Molartooth ribbons in mud
545
Uncracked even couplets

xYcùr

Large platy-round micrite intraclasts

-ur Y/T

Molartooth ribbons in mud

540

Intraclasts
Molartooth ribbons in mud

535

Large stromatolites built out of micrite layered
with molartooth blobs and ribbons
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Helena and W allace formations at Rogers Pass
All m easurem ents in feet.

595

590
Laterally linked stromatolites built out of
microlaminae
Intraclasts
585

Molartooth ribbons
Intraclasts

580

Microlaminated shale

575

570

Covered
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H elena and W allace formations at Rogers Pass
All m easurem ents in feet.

630

625

620

615

610

605

600
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H elena and W allace formations at Rogers Pass
A ll m easurem ents in feet.

660

655

650

645

640

Covered

635

185

Helena and W allace formations at Rogers Pass
All m easurem ents in feet.

Massive dolomite bed, tan weathering

695

Uncracked even couplets

690

Stromatolites of micrite laminae in 3 to 5 mm
thick even couplets
685

680

675

670

665 ----
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Helena and W allace formations at Rogers Pass
A ll m easurem ents in feet.

725

720

m
715

710

m

m
Stromatolites surrounded by calcite layers 3-10
cm thick with tan dolomite layers

m jM m
m m

705

700

Black microlaminae

Uncracked even couplets
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Helena and W allace formations at Rogers Pass
Al! m easurem ents in feet.

755

Stromatolites
750

Uncracked even calcitic couplets, dark grdsy with
vertical molartooth ribbons and blobs
745
• %

m m^

^

M»

^

^
A

Intraclasts

A ^

Uncracked even couplets
740

Intraclasts

»\ »-*• %

735

730
Microlaminae, dark gray with molartooth ribbons
__________and blobs; tan weathering
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Cham berlain Formation at Jefferson Creek
All m easurem ents in feet.

Dark shale, evenly laminated, evenly bedded
Dark calcitic or dolomitic mudstone, evenly
laminated, evenly bedded; tan weathering

35

30

Dark shale, evenly laminated, evenly bedded

25
Dark calcitic or dolomitic mudstone, evenly
laminated, evenly bedded; tan weathering
Dark shale, evenly laminated, evenly bedded
20

Dark calcitic or dolomitic mudstone, evenly
laminated, evenly bedded; tan weathering

15

Dark shale, evenly laminated, evenly bedded

10

Dark calcitic or dolomitic mudstone, evenly
laminated, evenly bedded; tan weathering
Dark calcitic or dolomitic mudstone, evenly
laminated, evenly bedded; tan weathering
Dark shale, evenly laminated, evenly bedded

\

Dark calcitic or dolomitic mudstone, evenly
laminated, evenly bedded; tan weathering

Dark shale, evenly laminated, evenly bedded
Calcitic mudstone; tan weathering
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/

Cham berlain Formation at Jefferson Creek
A ll m easurem ents in feet.

Dolomicrite; evenly bedded with vertical
molartooth ribbons

Black shale, laminated
Black laminated shale with dolomite
Black shale, laminated
Dolomicitie,evenly laminated with vertical
molartooth ribbons

Black shale, very thinly laminated

Dolomicrite; tan weathering
_l

]ji.dr r r r.r iu:.

Dark shale, evenly laminated, evenly bedded
Dolomicrite; tan weathering
Dark shale, evenly laminated, evenly bedded
Dolomicrite; tan weathering
Dark shale, evenly laminated, evenly bedded
Dolomicrite; tan weathering

/ / / / / / "r
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J*/* /1' / 1*l' i'lf=L
50

/

ft jf

Black shale, evenly laminated
45
Dark calcitic or dolomitic mudstone, evenly
laminated, evenly bedded; tan weathering
Dark shale, evenly laminated, evenly bedded
Dark calcitic or dolomitic mudstone, evenly
laminated, evenly bedded; tan weathering

40

190

Cham berlain Formation at Jefferson Creek
AU m easurem ents in feet.

Dolomicrite; tan weathering
Dark shale, thinly laminated
Muddy dolomicrite; tan weathering

Black shale, thinly laminated

Dolomicrite; tan weathering, with many vertical
molartooth ribbons (broken & compacted)

Black shale, evenly laminated

Ripple lenses in calcite; dolomite tan weathering,
few thin vertical molartooth ribbons (N-S
trending) & blobs

Black shale, thinly laminated and evenly laminated
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Cham berlain Formation at Jefferson Creek
A ll m easurem ents in feet.

/

/
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155

Dark shale
Dolomite, thinly laminated; tan weathering, with
gray calcite stringers
Black shale, thinly laminated
Dolomicrite, tan weathering

150
Black shale

yy /
/ / / / / / \ zzz;

145

Dolomicrite; tan weathering
Dark shale

a
—

EIZZ

140
Dolomitic limestone with calcarean lenses;
medium gray weathering

— ZT.

g

135

— »>'

/a/

/ / /==/ ' / ' /
Dark Shale
Dolomicrite with calcitic lenses
Black shale, thinly laminated
Dolomicrite, thinly laminated
Black shale, thinly laminated
Dolomicrite, thinly laminated
Black shale, thinly laminated
Dolomicrite, thinly laminated
Black shale, thinly laminated
Dolomicrite: tan weathering

130

125

Black shale, thinly laminated
120

192

Cham berlain Formation at Jefferson Creek
A ll m easurem ents in feet.
200

Dolomicrite: top of section
Dark shale

195
Dolomicrite; deep tan weathering

a

Dark shale
190

Dolomicrite; tan weathering, with molartooth
blobs and ribbons
185
Covered; Top of massive cliff out crop
—

/

' * ' /

/ —

180

y

Dolomitic micritic limestone, gray weathering,
rare molartooth ribbon

EZZ
175

Massive dolomicrite with vertical molartooth
ribbons; tan weathering
Dolomicrite, thinly & evenly laminated; tan
weathering

170
Black shale, thinly laminated
165

16Û

Dolomicrite with calcite lenses, intraclasts in
middle
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